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Fin ancia l D fifi culties Are
Imminent For WMHB
by Larry Branyan

^

they should cut us anymore."
To add to the problems, WMHB has still to
increase its power from 10 to 100 watts by
1980. This will cost an estimated $5,000
which will be an added burden to the Student Association if approved.
Uchida estimated that there is over $20,000
of equipment in the WMHB studio in additRich Uchidaon the air for WMHB
ion to $40,000 to $50,000 dollars invested
in 10,000 albums. If WMHB's financial problems get any worse, than the station will have
no option but to close down. The proposed
budget cuts have already meant that away
games of Colby teams will no longer be covered over the air. Correspondence with record
companies has been steadily curtailed,
pointed by the Executive Chairperson. MemA committee to review and evaluate
new office equipment forgone and the purbers of the Executive Board are ineligible
the Student Judiciary was recently estabchase of new equipment is now out of the
lished as the result of a Student Association
for a position and all "current members of
question.
proposal.
the student body will be entitled to' nonClearly something must be done because
" ¦' •¦'•' v .
Executive Chairperson Sid Mohel •
voting, ex-officio status;"
unlike the "Echo,"WMHB cannot raise revsubmitted;> the proposal which passed, "'.' ,„
the proposal establishes operationFurth
er,
enue through advertising. The reasons for
k '\
'5-0-l< .
'/ . ¦' . ' ""
al procedures arid specifies that the committhis are two-fold: the FCC does not generalThe committee, as established, will be
tee will have no power to review judicial de-{¦ ,
ly permit educational stations to go com¦
fully independent of the Executive Commits
cisions.
mercial, and even if WMHB did , lack of staff
tee. It's purpose was defined: as "a complete
When asked to comment, Public Informawith skilled commercial talent to cut comreview and evaluation of the Student Judition Chairperson Scot Lehigh stated,."It almercials would be a preventive barrier.
lows it (the committee) to incorporate the
ciary structure with recornmendations subWMHB serves an educational purpose. The
proposals will most likely by both thoroughly
mitted to the Executive Board and, if necesstaff are all unpaid and m ost spend at least
sary, to the student body for ratification."
knowledge of the Stu-J ju stices and the;opfour to eight hours a week in the studio. DJ
The committee will consist of nine mem- .
inions of the student body wh ich will be exand secretary Karen Pfeiffer and station man,bers; three will be appointed by Stu-J, two
pressed by the Representational Assembly
ager Rich Uchida, however, both spend over
from among representatives to the Repremembers and appointees from t he campus
thirty hours a week in the studio.
sentative Assembly j;twb!members will be
at large. By creating a committee which inWMHB, like the ECHO, serves a dual purappointed by the Corrimittee on Commitcludes all the various viewpoints, the final
p
ose, as both need to serve the college and
teess, one of whom will serve as a Chairperproposals will most likely be' bot h t horoughly
community. Career opportunities abound.
son; and the final two members will be ap- .
considered and more acceptable to all."
In the past WMHB has shown up in such national publications as "Billboard " magazine
and "Radio and Records." COlby graduates
have found their way into top radio station
posit ions having used WMHB as a springboard
to commercial radio. Phil Redo is one such
/ by ISIIck Mencher
graduate. He is. now program director for
;¦¦ As the result of an incident involving a :
Palmer. After a brief discussion , it was
¦
WSOL, a 50,000 watt station broadcasting
agreed that Schreuer would be allowed to
student and Colby's Head of Security, '> . ' .
from Cape Cod and was voted "Middle of
distribute the leaflets to those inside
a complaint has been communicat ed to
the Road" (mellow rock and some top 40
Given for five minutes, The b ox was placed
Dean bf;Si:udehts Earl Srnith b y t ransfer
music) personality df the year by "Billboard
confinedon page 6
t: • - y ^i
st udent Karen .Erdos.
il y ' ^
.
magazine."
The incident occurred on Friday, Oct. 13
Bob Kaake is another Colby graduat e, who
when two students, Erdos and Rich Schreuer
started his career in radio at WMHB-his sucattempted toC enter Given auditorium to
cess has led him t o a Charlest on, S.C., stat''
^and.out cop
ofies of, a'leaflet entitled "An- ,
tioxi as program director. Uchida stated that
othe^Point View"which outlined the
"both of these people attribute quite a lot
histbry of the Miidd famil y 's mining oper- of
their success to the professionalism of
'
atidns in Cyprus. A.A y xAA'-;r :\A;)iA .. '' "; a
WMHB. We strive for professionalism and
The students had been handing out leaflets
will never compromise."
at the door to Given and as they entered , •
To lose such a rewarding educational
the auditoriu mi were apprbach^
experience and stepping stone to career opof Security Jeff Cdrdon. Saying Maiihey
portunities in radio would be more than just
would riot: ';be aHov/cd to enter the audi" j
a pjity. The college would lose the prestige
'> ]
torium ,; Gordon show^ Erd^
chit WMHB offers, and the student body
andit ook from herarms a cardbodr^ box
and Waterville community would suffer.
eor^aming clouting which-she had
Uchida summed up the problem: "We need
from home. He was then
help
and we 're hoping t hat the student body
¦
_
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Colby Soccer clinched the CBB champ lonshlp yesterday with a resoundi ng
is behind us for what will be very tough times
join ed by ColbyVPiant Engineerv Stanley ^y
3»f
wlrv
V'
agains
t Bowdolru
!
k^
*U in the coming two years."

Stu-J To Be R eviewed

Sipderits protest Ceremony

The future of Colby 's radio station, WMH1
(Mayflower Hill Broadcasting Corporation),
is gloomy. WMHB is' facing severe financial
problems and is desperately hoping that the
Student Association Treasury Committee
will announce a favorable compromise tonight, when student organization budgets
are brought before the Executive Board for
ratification.
On March 30, 1978, Rich Uchida, station
manager of WMHB, entered upon a three
year contract with Associated Press. The
contract went into effect on September
10, 1978 arid is costing the Students Association $5000 per year. Uchida defends his
decision to enter upon the contract by stating that "the FCC (Federal Communications
Council) requires us to broadcast a certain
amount of news everyday and without the
AP network we would have a very difficult
job in fulfilling the legal requirements." WMHB does not have enought staff to man what
would be a full time news bureau, apart from
the fact that the AP line gives the station "a
high degree of professionalism." Uchida stressed that "we intend to defend the AP network
installation and we will cut all other expenses
before we let it go." If the Associated Press
contract is discontinued, then it is doubtful
that WMHB will be able to remain in operation.
A budget request of $9j300 Was made by
WMHB, although Uchida commented that
"from what I understand we are only likely
to get $1,000 to $6,500, which represents
not only a $l ,5O0 to $2,000 budget cut over
last year, but represents a 33% ($3,000) cut
this year.
WMHB is facing problems with the malfunc
tioning of much of the equipment that was
originally installed when the station was renovated. Uchida points out that "we can't
afford to buy new equipment and can't afford to repair the old equipment." He adds,
"I think that we have really compromised ¦
alot because we are willing to take such a
large budget cut. I just see no reason why
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Cultura l Lif e Focus

mti}»u - a
And Banquet

Stu-J, Budget,

by Philippa Kirby
The cultural life program at Colby, as
feels that it is necessary. Zembillas has .
set down in the Constitution, is decided by
done this with the approaching Medieval
one person : the Cultural Life Chairperson.
Festival, creating groups in charge of, for
It is an office which grants a large degree of
example, costumes and equipment.
freedom , and which, says Sav Zembillas;
It has been argued that 'the Chairperson 's
decisions are dictatorial and that 'it would
the current Chairperson, allows the holder
be feasible to canvass the student bod y to
the chance "to realize a lot pf dreams."
discover
in what direction general interest
At the same time, he readily admits that
'
lies. However, Zembillas feels that this
the job "is one man imposing his taste on
would probabl y result in 50% of the popcampus." It is a position that carries rriuch
ulation wanting the Rolling Stones for a
responsibility, and also ensures that the
performance on campus, and the other 50%
holder will have to deal with criticisms
undecided. It would be far more practical , he
levelled against his-actions,and decisions.
feels, for the Constitution to be revised ,
Cultural Life has an annual budget
with
the intention of distributing respontaken from the Stu-A allocation. This year,
sibility
within a Cultural Life Committee. the budget was reduced from $15,000 to Zembillas' policy is geared towards one
$12,000. To counteract this cut, Zembillas
main event a month , in contrast with that
is using $5000 to.sponsor events on which
of previous Cultural Life Chairpersons, who
he will receive a return yield. Th ere is no
tended to' merge cultural activities with
standing committee for Cultural Life, which
general campus life. In September, Cultural
means that the decision-making process
Life sponsored the fdm symposium, "The
depends on the Chairperson alone. It is up
to the holder to delegate responsibility if he
Celluloid Weapon: SociaTCpmmentary,
in American Film," and the October event
will be the Medieval Festival to be held on

by Thorn Stall
Stu-A voted to establish a committee to
evaluate the Studenfjudiciary and to make
proposals for changes if they feel it necessary
The proposal was passed, 5-0-1,
at their meeting Monday night.
Treasurer Cheri Bailey announced th ere
would be a meeting of the Stu-A Board on .
Thursday at 8 pm in the Loft 'in Roberts for
in order to approve budget allocations.. She
also announced that she would return to
her normal office hours on Tuesday.
Sav Zembillas, Cultural Life Chairperson,
the 21 of October. Zembillas was sharply
criticized for spending $4900 in arrang ing
the Symposium. Many students and faculty
members felt that the event was not of general interest arid did not merit the amount
of money spent. Certainly, $4900 is a large
percentage of the budget, but the small
number of students and faculty who actually
attended the lectures found them stimulating. This is not to, say that the expend iture
was justified, but rather that it would have

Out Of This World Quiz

Ha.il
' Colby .
Meal?
by Bruce D. Brown
With mj d-terms upon the majority of
Colby students these next two weeks I
figured, "What better time to pull a pop
quiz?"
However, I feel it my duty to warn you
that this is not your ordinary college quiz.
It's entitled "The Really Hard 'Star Trek '
Trivia Quiz," and I found most of these
answers in the pages of "The Making of the
Trek Conventions" by Joan Winston.
This quiz is for the dedicated Trekkies
only; those who haven't seen each episode
at least four times can have the day off (go
feed your tribble).
,
Prepare to leave orbit :
1. A peace treaty between the Federation
(good guys) and the Klingon*Empire (baddies)
;
was imposed on what pj anec?
,
2. Which of the following people share common ancestral roots? (a) Klingons and Romulans; (b) Romulans and Vulcans: (C) Vulcans and Klingons.
3. Once the Enterprise's self-destruct system
is act ivat ed, no command can stop it after (a)
Kirk gives his code sequence; (b) the 30 second countd own begins; (c) the 30 second
countdown reaches 5. .
4. Name the other two starships Kirk has ,
served on.
5. Where were the unit components of the
En t erprise designed ?
6. What does a Horta use to bore through
rock ?
7. In the episode "Specter of the Gun ," the
Melko t ians send Kirk , Chekov, Spock, and ,
McCoy to Tombst one , Arizona. What was
the date of their arrival?
8. What is Chekov's first name?
9. The planet Deneva was originally colonized as (a), a freighting-linc base; (b) a medical research center ; (c) an agrarian commune
lO. What does "Condition Green " mean ?
11, What happens to Kirk when he is confronted with a mystery?

gave some details 'on the upcoming Medieval
Festival. He said fliers and a calendar of .events would be out soon; Sellers will be preparing a medieval banquefdinrier on Friday
night and there will be a marketplace tent
where all types of things will be sold.
Public Information Chairperson , Scot Lehigh, announced there was a good turnout
at the Student Representative Assembly.
Dean Smith spoke at the meeting about the
duties of a Dean and policies of the school.
Lehigh said Mr. Weaver wijl be speaking on
Financial Aid at the next meeting.
helped if more people had shown less
apathy, and had attended the lectures.
Zembillas was criticized for poor publicity
of the Symposium. It is true that many
people were not even aware that it was
-taking place, but Zembillas pointed out >
in answer, that it is difficult to notify
everyone without mentioning the event in
the "Echo," and unfortunately, the first
issue was not published until after the
Symposium was concluded.
The Medieval Festival, on Oct. 21, will be
a whole day given dver to the celebration
of Medieval life. This will encompass the
period stretching from King Arthur to the
Early Renaissance. There will be jousting , a
Medieval banquet, a Quest for the Holy Keg,
a human chess game, and a Medieval market
with produce and livestock^ among other
things.
Zembillas is very enthusiastic about the
event: "There are a lot of things to be done
The elements are there, and concrete work
has to be done. But I'm very optimistic."
The idea was first considered last spring by
Gerrit White, the Social Life Chairperson.
Elements Were added to the original conception, until it began really to take shape,
and the ideas' were turned into - action.
Cultural Life will bring the Phyllis Koner
Dance Company to Colby during the first
week in November, and projected events
include the Celebration Mime Theatre and
the Talking Heads rock group.'
"¦-¦
—^^^¦"¦
,¦
¦¦¦¦
"¦
¦¦¦¦

12. In "Metamorphosis" wh o was Zef ren
Cochrane? -v
..
13. What is the basis for much of the equipment on the Enterprise? (a) translator;
(b) tricorder; (c) transporter.
14. Who was originally ch osen to play Kirk?
15. Wha t actor turned down the role of
Spock?
16. What Vulcan word means stop and is
never d isob eyed ?
17. In "Amok Time" wh y did Spock demon to return home to Vulcan?
18. What chemical is Spock's blood based

on?

THE ANSWERS: 1. Organia 2. Romulans
and Vulcans. 3. The' 30 second countdown .
reaches 5. 4. Farragut and Republic. 5. San
Francisco. 6. Corrosive acid. 7. Oct. 16,
1881. 8. Pavel. 9. A freighting-line base. .
10. Someone is in trouble but no dne is to
go to his aid. 11. He gets a headache, 12. The
237 year old discoverer of the Space Warp.
13. Translator. 14. J effery Hunter. 15. Martin
Land au (alt hough there is some question about it; many claim Leonard Ninrioy xwas the
onl y actor ever considered for the role). 16.'
"Kroykah". 17. For mating purposes. 18.
Copper. 19. In an anti que helmet. .20.
George Samuel Kirk. 21. 947 feet.
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Is As Colorf ul As Pict ures
Sounds as colorful as pictures, infinite
combinations and permutations, eerie purity
are the promises of electronic music.
The musical vocabulary of the 21st century is being taught this semester at Colby
College.
, ' - ...
. The acquisition, through a Venture
Grant from the Ford Foundation, of a
synthesizer, .tape recorders, microphones,
and mixers, the perseverance of Professor
Peter Re , and the passion for electronic
music of Adrian Lo, yiolist and visiting
tutor in applied music at Colby, have given
students the opportunity to ; compose in an
unconventional meduim.
The new. electronic music studio is located
on the second floor of the Bixler Music
and Art Center. Finished cabinetry housing
the electronic components provide welcome
surroundings for the neophyte composer
as well as the more experienced in the
idiom.
"Electronic music enables the student to
break sound into its basic elements and
then build-on them to form a composition. , j
It enhances the idea of sounds and gives a
very clear understanding of how classical
music and, yes, rock music have evolved into
what they are today," explains Lo as he
patches a "sawtooth" with a" sine.wave.,.
Lo, who has taught at Colby since 1976, is conductor of the Portland Youth and
the Central Maine Youth symphonies, the
Camden Chamber Orchestra, and violist .
with the Portland Symphony and the Colby
Symphony Orchestra. His experience with
electronic music derived in part from his
playing for several rock groups and also from
from his interest in composing. Electronic
..

music for theater, ballet and dances, including for a production of "Reflections on
Neverland " in 1977 at the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, are among Lo's
. . . - ••
works.
Unlike, composing conventional music,"
the manuscript for electronic music is trie
recording tape. Sounds created with the
synthesizer are transcribed. The process
appears deceptively simple. A switch here,
a toggle there and the rush of a spaceship 's
take-off for intergalactic adventures is reproduced.
In fact , explains Lo, a composer must
have a very good idea of what he is try ing
to do before committing anything, through
the circuitry, to tape. Failure to do so distinguishes the amateur, or "noisemakers,"
from true electronic composers. Lo concedes
he is still learning, learning with his students.
Anyone interested in exploring and composing electronic music may contact Lo at
the college.
"What you are dealing with here is the
translation of electricity into sound. The
beauty is that you can control it to an
absolute degree. There is no compromise.
A sound, a variation, a modulation can be
reproduced with mathematical precision,"
explains Lo.
He assures conventional instrument
he is among them, that elecplayers^and
tronic music will never supplant their roles
".An instrument has a special quality of its
own. Perhaps it is slightly off-key or the
weather will influence it a certain way to
give it a special; engaging quality 'that electronic music cannot hope, to copy. It can
try to mimic but it will never replace."

Lo comp oses on synthesizer

There is one environmental influence that
can be the bane bf the electronic musician:
radio frequency interference coming from
CB radios. The popularity of the citizen
band has required installation of special
filters. Otherwise, gossip, often of a blushing
nature, comes through the speakers and is
permanently recorded on tape holding the
sounds of color, light, and feeling.*
Beyond their educational and compositional capabilities, the portable components
in the Colby studio may be used to make
professional-quality recordings'p f concerts
and recitals in Strider Theater, Given Auditorium or Lorimer Chapel.

JOSEPH 'S
St or ewide Sa le

. Prof. Hauss is working on a proposal
to reduce the work load on students. He
pointed out that his recomendation will
The Educational Policy Committee
mean
"a compromise, in breadth, in that
is currently discussing the possibili ty of
students
won't be able to take as many
reducing the pres ent cours e load from five
c
ourses
,
but
not in depth," as students will
to four courses. Also under consideration
have
more
time
for the four classes they
at the Tuesday meeting was the EPC subdo
take.
Student
rep Larry Branyan did ,
committee report on Jan Plan. In a straw
no
t
suppor
t
t
he
idea
, claiming that "stuvote (or a tentative one), EPC vo ted 9:3
dents
woul
d
c
o
mplain
about four courses
that "Courses may be taken for basic or
the way they presentl y complain about
flexible credit for up to three credit hours.
five. J complain abou t five courses myself ,
and I'm taking six." , .
Other members of the committee
raised a question as to whether or not the
work load actually was that great. Prof.
Goule t admi tted, "I'm not cqinvinced that
itis." Dean Gillesp ie warned t hat the
faculty might objec t to the idia because
! i Two portfolios of symphonic music by < j i
'I ' Brahms and Debussy from Bangor Public j J /• it is fel t some courses aren 't Worth the same
J I Library. Call Peter Re, Music Dept. ojr :¦, i
amount of credit as others. Student repre' ,
11 873-4492. REWARD
•
. ;.] . ¦ sen t at iyeJBUilieetc indicated he felt
the
flexibility of the Bundy report might solve

j
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Seafood and international Vegetarian

SPECIAL Brea kfast

X-C ountry &
Downhil l _
E q u ip m e n t

the overload problem. Hauss will rework his
proposal and bring it up again at a future
meeting.
The tentative vote on Jan Plan expresses the gen eral sentiment of the committee in that the current program needs
upgrading. The accredidation of Jan Plan
would mean that students could take four
courses a semes ter, and make up three
more credits in Jan Plan. This, according
to EPC chairman Dean Jensen, "will allow
freshmen to vary their course load , just ,
as it will allow teachers to vary their
styles for a month."
Student rep Stacy Stoddard felt
"Intensive Jan Plan courses could be very
valuable." Prof. Hauss voiced his concern
over the fact that "Colby is an academic
ins t it ut ion ," and some of the present Jan
Plans are totally unacademic in nature. '"
Under the'proposed Jan Plan regulations
students would still be able to do creative
Jan Plans, as well' as courses for credit.
Prof. Koons pointed out that, "Although
lots of things are discouraging us about
the present Jan Plan, the fac t is that it is
still extraordinarily valuable for many
people..
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Strider*Signer Speak
At Dedication
Of MuddScieiree Biiildinff

Compiled by J im Thrall .

Three days before Strike Day, Maine Atby Lucy
torney General Joseph" E. Brennan released
a directive instructing police agencies to
President Robert E. Lee 'Strider welcoihed
,
allow the planned public scrutiny. Brennan 's the assembled parents, students, alumni,
and guests to Given Auditorium for the dedidirective was accompanied by a 23-page
cation of Colby's new Seeley G. Mudd Scianalysis of the Maine Freedom of Access
ence Building on Oct. 13th, two and one half
Law, arid the Criminal History Information
years
after ground was first broken. Dr.
Act which restricts the release of certain
Strider
gave grateful acknowledgement to
criminal information.
trustees of the Seeley G. Mudd Fund and to
The latter act and other laws prohibits
the family and friends pf Colby whose conaccess to the identities of police informants and juveniles, files containing criminal
tributions made the new building possible.
investigation data, records of convictions
Colby's science building is the namesake
and pleas of guilty or no contest of a disof Seeley G. Mudd who, during his lifetime,
missal of charges or an acquittal of an
served as a cardiologist at Massachusetts
earlier conviction in instances of-a-full
General Hospital, worked in cancer and
pardon.
¦
—;
¦ ,u
—x '
Under the Freedom of Access Law, police
?
By
Friday,
however,
Senate-House
conhave 10 days in which to submit in writ.to . the extent
ferees.
were
still
at
odds
as
ing to the inquiring person their reasons
of the tuition break and it was- expected
for ref using access to. certain records. ¦-.
the Senate would reject any high school
Both the police and the press, association
"*•
credit, and would send- a% college credit
formed committees soon after Strike Day
only bill back to the House. .
was announced to stud y the question of
For whatever reasons, the final tax bill
proper access and to prepare for the event.
was passed Sunday morning minus any tuiSpokesman for both committees were
tion credit for anyone.
pleased with Brennan's guidelines, though
an attorney for the press association was
checking out the validity of the guideMuskie Wins Senate Approval Of
lines in certain areas, it was reported .

CMP Rate Hike Held to $15.5 Million
The Central Maine. Power Co., Maine's
largest utility company, was granted a rate
hike worth $15.5 million a year by the Public Utilities Commission Friday, but was not
given the $24.4 million they requested.
The rate hike will mean a 6 percent boost ,
in the monthly bill for typical residential .
customers of CMP, a PUC spokesman
said.
PUC also ordered the utility to rewrite
its residential electricity pricing system to.
adopt a new "flat rate" system that will
end discounts now in effect for big residential users of electricity.
The discounts, which charge decreasing
rates as electricity use increases, have been
criticized by the PUC as encouraging waste
of power. With the new rate "each additional
kilowatthour will cost (a user) the saint
as the last,"a spokesman for the PUC said.
A local consumer group has gained
statewide recognition for their plan to fightthe rate change, however, calling it an act
of conspiracy and collusion between the -PUC and CMP.
Organized by a Winslow man, the group
"charges.the CMP with a breach of contract
They say home builders were promised a
decreasing rate scale in exchange for in- stalling electric heat, one of the largest
expenditures of electricity, in their homes.

feL

Sunset Legislation

No Tuition Credit in Congressional

Tax Bill

WASHINGTON - A dispute over whether
proposed tuition tax cuts should be extended to all levels of education or limited
to just college tuition apparently killed
the chances for passage of a tuition tax
credit bill in this year's Congressional
session.
The Senate had attached an amendment
granting tax credit to help offset college
tuition expenses to tne general tax bill
being considered last week by Congress.
In a vote Thursday, however, the House
reaffirmed its support of tax credits for
elementary and secondary students as
well and sent a separate compromise measure that would give credit to only college
and high school students back to a con-'
ference with the Senate.
President Carter has promised to veto
any bill containing any tuition credit.

Monday was "St rike Day for Maine
Pr ess
Following a survey last summer of 77
police and sheriff departments in Maine by
the Maine Press Association, the MPA last
month set Oct. 16 for a state-wide test of
how well police agencies comply with laws
affecting the public's right to know.
The survey had revealed "gross non comp liance" by many police and sheriff
departments, the MPA said.
On the "Strike Day, " journalists and
private citizens were to ask departments
to show them their daily arrest records.
Any ' refusal to comply is to be prosecuted
under the Maine "Freedom of Access Law
which gives the public the right to monitor the business of public agencies.
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WASHINGTON - The "sunset" bill
sponsored by Maine's Senator Edmund
Muskie, Democrat/ passed the Senate
last week by a vote of 86 to 1.
The bill, which would call for a review
of virtually all federal spending programs
every 10 years to determine their worth,
still had to be considered , by the House
which adjourned Sunday.
Muskie had" all bur .given up hope of getting the bill before the Senate this session,
it was reported , but in a surprise move.
Majority Leader Robert Byrd, D -W est
Virginia, found a two-hour time slot for
Muskie to offer the bill.
'
Several amehdrnents were offered by
other senators, including two by Sen. ,.
Charles Percy, R - Illinois, which Muskie
accepted. The Percy amendrnerits would
subject federal regulatory agencies to review as well, and would call for all federal
programs to be rated at the time of their
review as either "excellent," "adequate,"
or "unsatisfactory. '.'
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radiation research at the California Institute of Technology and branched into education as a trustee and the Dean of the ;
School bf Medicine at the University of .
Southern California.
After Mudd's death in 1968, a trust fund
was established to .be used for grants to
"leading colleges and universities" in the
construction of buildings bearing his name.
The. fund's three trustees, Carl M. Franklin,
Luther Anderson, and the late.Robert D.
Fisher granted a total of $44 million for the
construction of 28 or 30 buildings at "leading institutions across the country."
Dr. Strider commented on the increased
participation of Colby students in the sciences and the resultant need to expand and
revamp the existing facilities. The comple.
tion of the Seeley G. Mudd building, which
houses the Physics, Geology, and Mathematics Departments, allowed the renovation
of Keyes and Arey to begin. Once renovation is complete, Keyes will house the
Chemistry Department and Science Library .while Arey will house the Life Sciences. President Strider expected renovation to be complete by this semester's end,
thereby 'making science facilities"at;
Colby up to date and complete.
President Strider introduced Carl M.
Franklin who made a presentation speech.
Mr. Franklin hoped that Colby would enjoy using the Mudd building "as much as
we have enjoyed assisting Colby to build
it. "

VA

A.. A.

Albert C. Palmer, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees at Colby,\accepted the award
expressing gratitude not only for the monetary contribution received, but for the confidence the fund 's trustees demonstrated in
Colby by judging it a "leading institution."
Mr. -Palmer called the new building;a "landmark inColby 's search for,excellence.''
The Dedication Address was given by
Eugene P. Wigner, Professor Emeritus of
Physics at Princeton University and Nobel •
Laureate in 1963.
Wigner's speech centered on the need,to
educate the masses in the rudiments of
science. Professor Wigner-cited four rea-,
sons to support this statemeht. . :
Technology has allowed man to live a physically carefree existence, but; in .t he process
scientific knowledge has , been concentrated
in a small number .of highly specialized individuals. Wign er fears pot ent ial blackmail of
society by these individuals , and believes itcould be prevented by educating society in
the basics of science.
Second , he said since the development of ¦'
t echnology is generally subjec t to community
control, increased knowledge in societ y
could only result in more effect ive public
policy.
Wigner also poin t ed ou t tha t the problem
solving techni ques and modes of though t
used in the sciences can be successfull y
applied t o ot her disciplines and life 's situations.
Finally, Professor Wigner's view on education in the sciences as a first step in relieving the disparities in the lifestyles of
nations.
For all these reasons, Wigner expressed
wholehearted support for the construction
of the Seeley G. Mudd Science Building, in
the hope that through the use of the building Colby students may contribute significantly to scientific understanding,'
The Mudd Building was open for tours
before and after the dedication ceremony
and throughpu t the Parent's weekend.
' • , ('
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Dance. And
Discounts
The Outing Club is compiling , a discount
order-for Eastern Mountain Sports (EMS) A,
from Oct. 17 to Friday, Oct: 27. This is a ."
great opportunity for anyone who wants to
buy any ,cam ping; equipment or clothing
at an 18% discpunt. There will be catalogs
and order forms in the Outing Club room,
so stop in during room hours.
All those who have signed up for the .
Mountain Medicine Clinic.must pay $10 by
Oct. 26 in the Outing Club room. If you :
don't pay by then, you will lose your .
place, y ' '. ' .- " . '. ' a ..

' a- .a ' .. .¦' : A ' - l ' - : '- i ::i ' - '. :A

On Nov. 10, the night before the Mountain Medicine Clinic , we are having another
contra dance, with Old Gray Goose
¦
; ; ;
playing.
• O
. • ¦— ~ - ¦: .. ' ' y '
There are several trips planned for upcoming weekends. A day trip to Acadia
for hiking arid climbing is being planned
for the 28th , arid also a bike trip to the .-

Down East
This will be the -topic of a lecture given
Thurs. at 7-30 p.m:, in Leonard Lounge. '
The speaker, Doug Calhoun, is a recent
college graduate, and is presently a staff
worker for the InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship.JHis lecture will-argue that
Christianity is, in fact, very credible, and
should be examined closely before being rejected as obsolete. The lecture will last
for 20-30 minutes, and will be followed by a
by a question and answer period; All who
are interested in the claims of Christianity,
and their significance to our present day.
are encouraged and invited to attend. The
lecture is being sponsored by the Colby
"Christian Fellowship.
COC lodge on the Belgrade lakes. There
may also be a trip to Gulf Hagas, a gorge
along the Applachian Trail; also known as
the "Grand Canyon of Maine," or the
Bigelows. This may be the last .chance to
get-out on trips before the cold weather
and snow set in, so if you're interested or
have any ideas for leading a trip, stop by
the Outing ' Club room.

One of the most beautiful areas of Maine
is its coast. It is a valuable region that
needs to be carefully protected . There
are many issues facing Maine that have
direct and serious bearing .on the future
of her coastline.
The fishing industry in Maine, as in most
other places,.is being harmed, and steps ,
must he taken to conserve the fisheries.
There are also questions concerning the
construction of a major seaport. Portland
is considered inadequate and Searsport is
being considered . Restriction of heavy
industry to certain areas is also being investigated. The Governor's Task Force on
Energy, Heavy Industry and the Maine
Coast recommended Machias Bay and Portland. Tourism also causes a great str ess on
the delicate environment of the coast.
These various types of development can
have i cumulative_impact that adversly
affects the coast. Overdevelopment or
poorly planned development can lead to
pollution, and the loss of farm lands and
forests. The effects of all development

Flora And Fauna Flourish In Foss
by Terry Smith
I arrived at Steve Earle's first floor room
in Foss dressed iri my khaki outfit and
pith helmet, fully/prepared to meet Steve
and his exotic plants.'I was ready for battle
with maneating plants and creeping jungle
'vines.' ' ' '' ' "¦ \\
Since I was greeted by Steve and not a .
carnivorous carnationJT relaxed. The vast
numb er of plants in the room overwhelmed
me. Every available space in the room is
full- not to mention the crocus, daffodil ,,
and hyacinth bulbs in the refrigeratbn(Nb,
they 're not there for midnight snacks but
because they require a cold period in orl ¦
der to flower.)
Steve personally "introduced" me to many
of his fifty or sixty plants. Ferns, philodendrons, violets, and a spider plant had
taken over the roorii. Steve had set up photo
graphic apparatus in order to record the
differ ent blooming stages of an African
violet.' One plant resembled a strange corn- '
stalk but it belonged to the dracaena family. I was intrigued by the several varieties
of cactus- but not intrigued enough to.
approach t hose sharp spines. Another
plant looked to me as t hough i t had : '.¦•-¦
measles but Steve assured me that it was
¦
::A
•healthy.
¦
" Steve was pleased to show me his more
uncommon plants as well. They included
a peacock plant whose leaves fold up athigHt , a temperamental watermelon pepperonia, and a Venusfly-trap which he
keeps in a glass terrarium. ,
With so many plants t o care for , one
might imagine that Steve spends half his
day tending to their needs. On the contrary,, St eve feels t hat his plants "don't
require too much special attention/' He.

fertilizes them when necessary and showers them occasionlilly to remove the 'dust
from the larger leaves. To insure that his
plants receive plenty of light, Steve has
positioned them under a timed gro-light "
which operates 18 hours a day.
Steve first became involved with the
plants during his freshman year at Colby.
As a pastime they provided "an escape

':
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from the stress and strain of college life;
a type of non-alcoholic crutch to lean on
when I got down."
After spending a very interesting half
hour with Steve and his roomful of exotic
plants, I took my leave. I wouldn 't swear
to it, but as I'closed the door behind me,
I thought I heard a chorus, of non-human
"
voices say good-bye. -

must be extrapolated, studied and .weighed
for positive and negative facets.
A commission was.- formed to study and
report on the coast of Maine and issues
affecting its future. The Committee on
Coastal Development and Conservation
studied among other things, the issue of
the environmental impact of development.
The CCDC found that coastal towns did
not always study proposed developments
fully. The towns did not consider tomorrow nor the cumulative impact that
could result from a specific action. Precautions to minimize effects on neighboring communities were not considered.. A
pattern of shortsightedness is evident.
If the coast of Maine is to be preserved
careful planning and decision making is
necessary. The answer may be in stricter
regulations and law enforcement or in up- .
dating present laws. The state may have to
take a larger role in providing technical and
financial assistance to towns so they have
a sound basis on which to make wise decisions. Whatever the method , or methods,
now.
it is necessaty~tb~iriTSemehTTherri
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continued formpag e1
aside and a security guard was posted to
watch it.
. Erdos claims that Gordon treated her
"rudely and unjustl y." "This is partly my
school. I pay $6000 a year but they treat
me rudely and unjustly. This sort of thing
makes me feel alienated from Colby:" Erdos
complained about the matter to Smith,
who has been in touch with Gordon.
. According to Palmer, Gordon 's actions
"followed normal security procedures and
were in accordance with the "situation." According to Gordon, it was impossible to
identify the contents of the box because the
top was sealed and this fact necessitated the
removal of the box from Given. When asked
if he could have asked Erdos to bring the box
outside in order to inspect it, Gordon said ;
"You don 't ask, you have to take command.
If you hesitate, you may live to regret it."
Palmer expressed his regret at Erdos'
feelings about the incident and added that
"The last thing I wanted to do was to prevent them from saying what they wanted
to say in an appropriate manner.
Schreuer and another member of a group
callings themselves C.S.C.I., Colby Students
Concerned about Imperialism, had stood
inside the doors of the new science building
earlier in the day handing out copies of the
leaflet. According to the handbill, while
the Mudd family was generous, they
built schools and gave away free milk and
yogurt" to the people of Cyprus, where the
copper mine family worked for "a profit of some 100 million dollars in the postwar period is located, if the people of
Cyprus had beeri allowed to develop the
copper "all the profits would have remained
in Cyprus benefiting the peop le of this developing nation."
Dr. Carl Franklin, who represented the .
Seeley G. Mudd foundation during the
-
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Our Menu features u wide variety of din tier specials ; Daily Liiuch includes Soups,
, Salads, San dwiches, Homemad e Desser ts ,
, an d Fresh Bagels
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dedication , when asked if he had read the
leaflet replied that he had "glanced at it"
but had "no comment" on the contents.
Those who received the handbill were
generally courteous' and appreciative of the
efforts of the CSCI. Several, as they passed
through the doors of the science building
were offered the leaflet, arid mistook them
for tour guides of the new building.
The CSCI had made a plaque honoring the
efforts of the Greek Cypriot people which
they planned to place above the permanent '
letters spelling "The Seeley G. Mudd Science
Building," while the visitors were inside
Given attending the dedication ceremonies.
However, when they emerged after the
speeches, no p laque had been installed.
Schreuer, conceding that,"as far as imperialists go, the Mudds Weren't too bad,"
pointed out that , "if you believe in national
sovereignty, then the profits of the copper
mine should belong to the people of Cyprus
which, as a develop ing nation is in .dire need
of capital." He concluded that, "we want to
bring to people's attention that the wealth
which made the building possible was not
all Mudd's. The people of Cyprus also helped
make it possible."
Eugene P. Wigner, who gave the address at
the dedication ceremony in Given, said the
leaflet "disregards two things. The mine's
presence in Cyprus hel ped the Cypriots by
providing employment and the paper also
ignores the fact that for Americans the mine
had many beneficial effects , such as the new
science building at Colby. Therefore, Mudd
benefited the people of the United States
and the people of Cyprus."
When asked for his opinion, Robert
Reuman, who is Chairman of the Philosophy Department at Colby, said "the source
of money doesn't mean that it isn't being
used correctl y now. Assuming the information ,on the leaflet is accurate, it 's good to
be aware of the background of a lot of the
capital we now live on." ' *
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Def ense Keys Victory

Mules Win Second, 21-7
by Sam Weiser

in on Hamilton ball carrier. The mules¦won easily
Colby's Harry ' Hadiarisand Joe Daley' move
". ¦ ' ¦ " ¦ •
'
' ¦'
' .;'- '
"
21-7

On a rain drenched field , the Colb y
Mules overpowered Hamilton 21-7 in a game
that was never really in question. Colby
was clearl y the better team from the first
series of downs to the final whistle , as they
gained their second consecutive victory.
The weather condit ions were not a factor
in the outcome of the game as Colb y 's defense never relented in their pursuit of Ham
ilton ballcarriers. If the weath er had any
effectj it prevented the Mules from running
up the score on their weaker opponent.
The Colby defense established the tone of
the game in Hamilton 's first offensive series.
Hamilton had good field position on their
own 32 yard line. However , the Mules
held on three plays including a quarterback
sack by sophomore J ohn Polimeno.
In the first quarter , the Colby offense
was unable to sustain a drive. The defense
was manha ndling the Hamilto n offense ,
which resulted in a scoreless deadlock at
the end of the first quarter.
In the second quarter , senior Chris Webber
rep laced the injured Frank Sears as quarter back. The Mules, under Webber 's direction ,
march ed the length of the field for the only
score of the first half. The drive began at
the start of the second quarter and culminated 8:20 later with ru nning back
George Dolan throwing 5 yards to senior
Steve Celata for th e touchdown.
The first half ended 7-0 iri Colby's favor
as the Mules missed on a couple of strong

scoring opportuniti es. The defense completely stymied the Hamilton offense , as
the visitors were held to only four first
downs and 62 total yards in the first half.
The Mules outgained Hamilton on the
ground 136 to 49 in the first thirt y minutes. The score was not indicative of the
Mules dominance over their opponents.
When Hamilton was stopped on fourth
down deep in Colby territory, following
a Mule fumble , the offense took over on
their own 21. Quarterback Sears returned
to the game to take the Mules 79 yards in
eight plays. Running back J oe Ciota took
the ball over the goal line from one yard out
for the Colby score. Larry Sparks added
the extra point , and Colby led 14-0.
Colb y 's final score came late in the third
quarter as George Dolan carried the ball
the final four yards for the touchd own.
The Mules offensive line deserved much of
the. credit for the effectiveness of the Colby
offense. The line continuall y push ed the
Hamilton defensiveJine off the line of
scrimmage.
The lone Hamilton score came with onl y
35 seconds remaining in the game. Colby had
used their large lead to insert many substitutes , who had yet to play this season ,
into the game. On fourth down, Colby
was forced to punt from its endzone. A
Hamilton defender broke thr ough th e
line and blocked the punt and recovered it
in the endzone for the score.
conf inedon p a g e11
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(mmmiimm Ex-Colby Librarian Co-Founds Cinema
Here 's your chance to see "Mont y Python and the Holy Grail" -, Bri t ish humor

at its best (or worst?!!). This Friday ^Oct.
20 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. and Saturday 's lat e
show at 11 p.m. L100

A Lecture Series on Quebec will be given
on Wedn esday Oct ; 25 at 7:30 p.m.
J a cques Allar d , pr ofessor of Frenc h Literat ure at the University of Quebec at Mon
treal , will be discussing "The Ideology of ,
the Land in the Cont emporary Quebec ,
Novel." L 2 15

On Monday , Oct. 23 at 8 p.m., there will
be a Poetry Reading by Kathleen Eraser.
The reading will be held in t he Robinson .'
Room in Miller Library.
Film Direc tion Presents "Claire 's Knee ,"
the best French film of 1971 , on Oct. 22
at 7 and 9:3 0 in L100.

The fifth 'part of Sir Kenneth Clark' s "CI
villzat ion " is being shown at 4 p.m. on
Thursda y, Oct. 19, This installment is
entitled "The Hero as Artis t." : '

On Oct. 5th , 1978 , the Railr oad Square
Cinema opened for the first time in Waterville. It is a small and compact movie house
containing 200 seats , aimed at showing
films encompassing a wide time span and
varie ty of styles. At the same time, says
Lea Girardin , ex-Colby audio visual libr arian
and co-founder of th e cinema , "We 're inter ested in being a small community theatre ."
It has taken over a year and a half tor the
six co-owners , Lea G irardin , Alan Sanborn ,
Don Say les, Stu Silverstei n , and Colb y graduat es Ken Eisen arid Gail Chase , to turn
their orig inal idea into reality . Their main
problem was finding a suitable location , and
a building that would meet the strict build ing codes and stan dards. Their eventual
choice was an old cement-construction ware -,
house. The interior decoration , a coopera tive effort , resul ted in the creation
of a comfor table and unpretentious atmos ph ere. Th ere is currently an art exhibi tion
on display , in the lobby.

Alt houg h all six owners are obviousl y
interested in films, they readil y admit that
their individual tastes differ. In deciding
-JF' hich films to brin g, they will sit down and
•discuss the matter until , af t er " much pain
arid agony ", they decide on a compromise
program. This is obviously more an advantage than a disadvan tage , as it ensures th at ,
the filrns will have a wider appeal , As yet ,

by Phili pp a Kirb y

tastes: the American classic "Casa blanca ",
Fcllini 's "Amar cord" , Airman 's "Three
Women ", and the Marx Brothers * ''A Night
at the Opera " are among the first movies to
be presented. The Buster Keaton film "Sherlock J r. " will also be shown , and will have
live accompaniment by Gre g Boardman.

most of the moviegoers , have come from
Waterville itself , with almost no Colby representation. They are eager to hear ideas
and requests frorn the audiences ; clearl y,
the cinema wan ts to build up a clientel and
to provide films which their public will
want to see.
•

So far the cinem a has been successful ,
drawin g fairl y good crowds , The managers '
policy is practical and strai ghtforward :
"We 're bring ing films that we want to see,
and that - hopefully I - the audience wants
to see." With this in mind, they are selling
ticket books at a $5.00 saving and have
special rat es for children . They estima te that
abou t 50% will be composed of newer ,
forei gn films and , in fact , Hcrzog 's "Aguirre ,
Wra th of God" will be screen ed in Waterville before it finds its way to some of the
major Am erican cities. They won 't screen
pornograp h y or the films tha t are on general release around t he coun try, but apart f rom
these they are open to any suggestions , and ,
liave a suggestion board prominen tly displayed.

It is a real adva ntage; Girardin feels, to
have this kind;o f independ ence , even
though it involves a distinc t money short age , rather than to be manipulat ed by one
of t he big companies , despi te the bonus of
massive financ ial backing , The opening film
schedulers indica tive of their differin g

. The owner 's main concern is whether or
not the Railroad Square Cinema will be a
financial success. It is more than difficult to
estimate at this point how it will do, bu t if
the word gets around , and Colby st uden t s
move in , the Cinema could well have a very
profi table future. ,
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Bowie's

instrumen ts. And I can 't even name 36 instru
merits. Indeed , it would seem that Bowie
understands the-problems a musician faces
if anybod y does.
Questi on: "Let 's assume I play an instrument. Why would I want to join the Band ,
Gordon?"
Answer: "The band offers a musical experience unobtainable in any other way except by participa ting in any other large
musical organization such as Orchestra or
Chorus. It offers the student an ability to
use years of practice to good advantage , to
partici pate in the "recreation of fine music, or
even mediocre music. Musicians experience . ¦•¦;
a certain joy in the recreation of composers '
music which is unobtainable in any other
.
way. The Band gets you away from the
practice -room syndrorrie , where all you do is
toot a few tones for your own benefit.

Band

The Band. 1972

by Steve Chooljian
"The band? You don 't want to join that
bunch of fags . "
"We played some bad music last year. "
"I don 't enjoy standing around and freezing to watch the footba ll team lose."
"Apath y is a well-r ooted tra dition at Colby ;
it 's contag ious."
Have you read this far? Quotes out of context are wond erful attention-grabbers. Maybe such yellow journalism is what it takes. •
In the earl y '60' s, membershi p of the Colby
College Band was between 45 and 55 students. In 1972, the band boasted a membership of 9, and a reputation that today 's Band
Director , Gordon Bowie, called "tarnished. "
The Music Department had a problem . Yet
the Band didn 't go disco, or punk , or topless. The Ban d didn 't go-it stayed. Under the
leadership of Gordon Bowie, membershi p

graduall y, erraticall y increased to its present
total of 32 musicians dedicated to the
Band' s motto- "Growin g in pursuit , of excellence."
Bowie describes the Band 's dismal , membership of the earl y '70' s as a symptom of "a
general resistance to institutional organizations like the Ban d where members submit
th eir own individuality to grou p individuality in order to achieve a grou p effort that
can be lar ger than the sum of individ ual
efforts. "
And just who is Gordon Bowie? Director
of the band since 1973 , a graduate of Colb y
in '65 , Gordon Bowie is also the princi pal
trombonist for the Bangor Symphony Orch es
tra , mainspring of his own German band ,
freelance trombonist , and" a talented musician able to play no less than 36 differe nt

mmmmmm

The Band has a really fine social life. We
have parties , tri ps... as well as an "esprit de
corps ," a camaraderie , a social thing that
goes on with Band meriib ers."
Question: "What is the role of the Band at
'
Colby?"
Answer: "The Band is part of the Music
Department. It is also a student activity. "
Bowie sees the Band' s role as "more than
providing pep at sporting events . The Band
is at its very worst at football games. We
usually appear with about half oiir membership and performing outdoo rs on a football
field is not a particularl y good performin g
situation. The Band' s role is primaril y that
of a concert band. We have several concert
functions... performing 50-75 works of concert music during the year - " A
Bowie would like to see a more complete
band , including "a stage band woodwing
ensemble , brass ensemble , pep band , and a
mar ching band that actually does a decent
job in the fall."
• Question : "Welfthen , Gordon , what does
the Band need?"
Answer : "We have 32 memb ers, but usually
only half show up at any one time. " I asked '
Gordon why.
"The most commonly cited excuse is 'academic pressures. ' Anybody who 's smart

enough to be here is smart enough to organ- ,,,
ize his time so as to be able to att end 2 hours
of rehearsal a week , so I don 't buy the academic pressure routine.
We. need three 1-1 Vi hour rehearsals on the
Monday-Wednesday-Friday afternoon schedule the Band was on before it got shunted
off into the schedule we have now.
We need a full-time faculty member for the
Band; the Band could then obta in a much '
larger memb ership throug h selective recruiting. "
•Question: "Do you feel that the Band ' is in .
some way getting
the shor t end of the ¦
stiek?? <' ;• . .;¦ ¦: ¦ '. ; :. .y 'A.. . A : . '
;•;. ; ;. / - : ;
Answer: "The students are getting the short
end of the stick in term s of what their Band
could be. Nobod y is deliberatel y gyppin g the
Band- there 's no feeling that the Band is deprived.
Student leadershi p is important in an orr
ganization such as this . Right now we've got
a good dynamic student president for ,th e y
B and. We've got a good basis-a good nucleus
to build on. We need peop le:, clarinetists ,
a tuba player desperatel y...in 1500 kids there 's
there 's gotta be an experienced tuba player.
There are" instrumentalists out there , I
aknow.
' We ye got a fantas tic library of music
at all levels... and a good inventor y of musical
instrumen ts. We have an active pr ogram set
up for the year , exchan ge concerts , an adequate budget, and a hell of a lot of fun
'
during rehe arsals .
;/
The Bandhas a very bad social image on
campus , to the point where people are saying :
'Hey man , don 't join the Band , that's a. Mickey Mouse organization. ' It 's/ori y Mickey
Mouse if people don 't join. The Band is
only as good as the sum total of its members
plus that added bit of "esprit " that comes
when its membershi p is coristant.
.The Band is on an upswing-this year is
going to be a good year , 'growing in pursuit of excellence.' .¦'. :
All I do reall y, musically, is wave the little '
stick , set the. tempo , coach the playe rs. I'm
merel y a catalyst-it 's you the students who
have to make the music. "

The Band, c,1950's

The Waterville Players present "Hello
Dolly " at the Waterville Opera House
from Opt. 20-23 at 8 p.m. For reservations call 872-6691.

"Equus " will be performed b y t he Maine

Masque Theatre from Oct . 24- Oct. 28 at
at 8:15 p.m. in Hauc k Auditorium , U.M.O.

The Por t land St age Company will perform
"The Mandrak e" at 8 p.m. fro m Oct. 1821 and at 2 and 7 p.m. on Oct. 22; The
thea tre is at 15 Templ e St., Por tland.

On Oct. 21 the Argyle Highlanders will
perform at 8:00 (call 782-7228 for location ).

Children of Seven Ma ine Artists will show
from Oct. 1-29 in the Paysori Gallery of .
Art , Westbrook College, Tues. - Fri , 10-4,
Sat., Sun., 1-5.
Maine Galleries and Alternatives) Arts and
the Law i Funding the Arts j My business is
Art) Exhibitions ; and Art Legislation will
be the topics of discussion at the Union of
Maine Visual Ar t ist s, Augusta * U,M ;A. oh
:
!
Oct 22. from 9-6.

"Samur ai Reb ellion" direct ed by Masaki

Kobayaski , will be shown from Oct. 23-25

at 7 and 9:3 0 p.m.

A must , "Invasion of the Body Snat chers ", Oct. 30,3 1 at 10 p,m. in the Performin g Arts Center at Bath.
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Friday Night Features will show "The
Cincinna t i Kid" oh Oct. 20 at the . -

Waterville Boys/Girls Club at 6:3 0 and
¦
'
''
.9 p.m. . :7" . . ' " .;. ; .' . ' . ," . ' .. •' ; ,y / .;, .;; ' ; '\

Railroad Square Cinema will screen
"The Man Who Fell to Earthy with ' ,' ' ;
David Bowie ¦ from
19-22 at . ^
v
¦ Oct.
;
¦
,7a- nd9 «30. ' • • ./ ' ' ;: : ¦ '¦ ") ¦ -' .' ' A ^'

"Vani ties " will be performed at the U.of
Southern Mai ne, G orham , Russell Hall , at
8 p.m. fro m Oct. 19-21. -

The Sinon-Re yhcr Collection of Africana
arid American a art will be showing from
Oc t; 18- Nov.? at Westbrook College in
Por tlond.
Ram Island Dance Center at 103 Exch ange
St. in Portland presents Buckfield Leather ' ¦
and LatherTravci irig Variety Show , an
evening of humor , stor y arid song inspired ,
,'
b y old time medicine shows on pet. 20,21 . '
at 8 p.m. Also on Oct. 21, Ram,island \ ' .
Childr en's Series wij l presen t J udW jes ^
ter , juggli ng, uhicycle , and magic at 4 vm.) -J

Ernestine Stodelle

DANCE
Ernestine Stodelle, member and
soloist of the Doris Hump hrey Concert
Group and Huriip hrey-Weidman Compa ny
bet ween 1929 and 1935, is danc e critic _
and feature story writer for THE NEW ,
HAVEN REGISTER. She is also Dir ector
and teacher at her own Studio of Dance
in Cheshire , Connecticut , and Adjunct
Associate Professor at New York Univer sity, where she has conducted a postgraduate course in Writing Dance Crit icism
since 1970. \
She had lectured and given seminars
on dance history, esthetics , and criticism
at numerous colleges and universities.
Among her many accomp lishments are
the reconstr uctions of Doris Hump hrey 's
"Air for the G Str ing " and "Two Ecstatic
Th emes'' for the J ose Limon Dance
Company.
Ms. Stodelle will visit Colby on
Wednesday, October 25. Her lecture
will begin at 4:30 pm and Master class at :
7:30 pm. If you 're interested in this im- '
portant aspect of our cultural roots , join
us for these events at Dunn Studio.

Yes-"T6rinato"
by Dave Ashcraf t

Yes is one of the Very few bands who . ' .
have been around for ten years arid have
still retaine d their artistic integrity while
remainin g popular ori a large scale. It
hasn 't been easy, however , as the fickle
record-buyin g public, and scores of ro ck ,
critics gave a nearly unanimous thumbs- • ' -•
down to their most experimental albums ,
"R elayer " and "Tal es fr om Topographi c
¦
jOcearis. " ; ' ,: ' ; • ' ' y : ' ' V.^ :' -aa ' :: - ' ;; ¦: . ¦• ' ¦' " "A "-A
Interest , in Yes was reki ndled by their '
l ast alburn , "Going for the On e, " which
was accessible enough to receive large amounts of •FM airp lay, and even spawn ed
i hit single in England , "Wondrous
Stories ."
All of this brin gs us to their latest
release - an excellent alb um entitled
"Torma to. " It is a solid and consistent
effort that is adventurous and interesting throughou t. Once again , Yes has refused \
to stand still or stick to a successful forJ
mula.
Of course , due to the hi gh, clear vocals
of J on Anderso n, Yes always . have a very '
iistincive sound , This is not to unde rrate the superb guitar -playing ' of St eve
Howe, or Chris Squire 's powerful , driving
boss , or Alan Whi t e's energetic drumming. '
"he keyboard player Ms once again Rick
Va keman ', who dazzles the ears with all
nanners of sound', par ticularly synthe *- '
zer sounds , oh this album.
Yes feature some of the best instrumen-

talists in rock , yet each ' individu al's contri
butions are heard in the context of the
group as a whole. The playing on ''To rmato " is refined yet exciting, with ' virtuoso performances from Steve Howe on
guitar and Chris Squire on bass.
• This new album is a mixture of
many different moods, from the most
gentle imaginable to all-out rocking of a
form not norrnall y heard from Yes.
This, variati on combined with excellent
song programming makes for a very wellpaced and listena ble record.
While Yes do not intr oduce any major
innovations on- this album , they still manage to explore some new territo ry. Aside
from th e hard , fast songs, they perform
what could be their most emotional
piece yet, "Onward ," which is a simple
of
and direct ^statement
love, sung beautifull y by J on Anderson.
Followin g this song is one of the best
songs on the album , "On the , Silent Wings
of Freedom ," which features all of the
Yes tradem arks; soaring, piercing guitar
and keyboard lines underp inned by
furious bass and drums drivin g the hand
on, all topped off with stron g singing.
When this band gets cooking, they can
compete with virtuall y anyone else for
their amount of. energy , generated and
genuinel y exciting sound.
But what makes Yes special is their
ability to play extreriiel y tasteful quiet
material as well, like a new. song entitled
"Madri gal." It has an almost: baroque
feeling to it due to Rick Wakeman 's
lovely harpsichord and Steve -Howe 's
delicate acoustic guitar " compliment the
vocal line nicely. ., '
Yes also prove that they can rock like
a bitch in a progressive context with "Re
lease; Release," a song that totall y succeeds in doing what the title cut to
"Goin g for the One " merel y attempted .
This song is a celebration of rock
music, as J on Anderson sings over a wild,
crunching beat "Rock is the mediu m of
our generation. " How true.
- Yes have come up with a strong new
album that shows them to be still creative and pr ogressing. They have the urii que
ability to combine intric ate instrumental .
passages with very singable vocal melodies,
making their fairly complicated music accessible to a mass audie nce.
This is high-quality rhusi c, music that
your ears deserve to hear. So listen to
"Tormat o,"' .because if you've ever lik ed
Yes befor e, you 'll be sure , to enjoy this
album. ;

THEATRE

"Columbus'9 Is
A Success
Performin g Arts ' first play bf the season,
"Columbus ," Was a strikin g combination of
absurdit y and eeriness. The excellent cast
and crew did great " justice to this de Ghelderode play based on the life of Christopher
Columbus. .
The three leads - Tom Handel as Columbus , Eliza Eastman as the Queen and
Tina Mitch el as Azuret the Guardian - all
performed true to charac ter. Handel 's
portrayal of the idealistic Columbus was
particularl y striking.

„

. > -* .

Tech Director Bill Connors effectively
used the new rear projection screen , particularly at the play's close in the death
scerie. The technical stage devices, combined 'with the music, gave a trul y professional touch to the play.
The rest of the cast did an equa lly fine
job. The Colby stage has some new impress
/ive acting talent to add to its seasoned per formers.
Director R ichard Sewell made a fine
choice in selecting "Columbus " as his
first prese ntation. It was an evening well
spent.

John Foster as Matt

66Warrii Angel"—
Poignant And Powerful
'

by John Mizner
David Surette 's "Warm Angel" is a funny,
poi gnant , pow erful , and ambitious p lay/
It dr amatizes the-painful conflicts of a sensitive college freshman , Matthew Belliveau,
who , onl y a few days after arriving at a
small New England college, finds that his
classes (particularly the Evolution of Western Religions) and his friends (particularl y
thos e who speak of- and treat - women as
objec t s , as " p ieces of meat "), disgust and
disorient him. Worse , they threa tened his
very identity . .

9
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O n Monday, Oct. 23 at 8 p.m., Kathleen
Fraser will read in the Robinson Room in
MillerLibrary. ' ¦ She will draw on poems from
her five publishe d books of poetry , including "What :Want , " "Magrit te Series/' ^ Lit^
tle Notes to You from Lucas Street ," "In Defiance <M triie Rain s)," and VChange of Ad- '
of her
works , in 1978, she
dress ^'As a result
nt
was a recip ient of a Nationa l, Endowme
for the writing of
fori th^eArts grant
^^
courses
at
writ
ing
Fraser has taug ht graduate
and
College
the Jowa JWriter 's Workshop * Reed
San fraridscb ; State University i where she Is H pwever ^ .at the
a permanen t faculty ^member.
js oh ieave' , ahd:is 'w
she
moment^
coun try *giving; readings a^d holding shdr t ^ ^ ;
' ¦ ¦ " '- ¦'
term workshops ^ .,' . ; x a ; v,.;U,' v . A - - ' 1
.

"The great shithouse of Scientific Human-

ism ", in Walker Percy 's phrase , confro nts

Matt on all sides. Thoug h he wan ts des- ,
peratcly to believe, to feel, to transcend
tlie body , t o have "meaning ful relationships ," to find his authentic self, he is
thwarted - or so he thinks in every class,
in every bull session by the " realism " of
the materialists and the cruel logic of the
ra tionalists.

Not even Father Morris or Doctor Bolduc ,
exper ts in disbelief and catastrop he, con
offer much help. They canno t .cure an identity crisis. Neither i at this stage , can . the
playwri ght. The ^conclusion , in which nothing is resolved , is excrucia t ingly honest: ;
Matt lives in doubt and anguish .

In the demanding role of Matt , J ohn Foster - on stage almost throug hout and often
alon e - is admirab le, earnest , angry, and intense. Sav Zembillas as Profe ssor Erickson ,
who beli eves in "man " and hides behind
his lectern , is prop erly cold , re as onable , and
condescending. Bob J ohn , Tom Daly , Dave
Worster , and Fred Pray er arc fine in supporting roles. As Mart 's fri ends , who consider him "someone sp ecial" without beginning to understand him , they make the most
of some fast , funny dialogu e. Apparentl y a
stereotypic al mix - J ew, WASP , Italian ; jock ,
womanizer, drink er , rich kid , and Mr. Cool they emerge as individua l and thoroug hly
likable. Becky Rogers , as Matt 's " angel , "
who becomes "warm " or anyway, warmer ,
is poised and sympatheti c. The simple,
ingenious set allows quick , unob t rusive
scene changes and the music seems right.
* The play coul d use some judicious cuts,
In .the SCCondJinlf it is sometimes talk y ins t ead of genuinely moving. Still, in "Warm
Angel " Sur ette-proves himself a promisin g
playwri ght and an imaginative dir ector . His
play is the definitive answe r to those who
insist that the J anuary Pla n is mor ibund
and that college is only for caree rists. I
hope he wri tes another play - a sequel ?
soon.

Women
N etters
Sweep

by Andy Goode
The women 's tennis team captured its
fourth straight win this past week with
victories over the University of Maine at
Farmington and the University of Maine
at Presque Isle.
Monday U.M.F. brought down just three
of their best players for what proved to be
more of a practice session than a match.
The Mules swept all six sets without surrendering a game. Martha Oaks won her
singles match 6-0, 6-0, as did Gretchen
Huebsch. In doubles Amy Parker and Jody
Dwight also breezed 6-0, 6-0.
Colby's number one player Mo Flint has
been put ori the temporary disabled list as
a result of tendonitis in her arm. Hopefully
she'll be able to play against the University
of New Hampshire at Durham on Wednesday, which may be the Mules toughest match
of the season.
Colby, raised their record to 6-3 with a
lopsided 7-0 win over U.M.P.I. The easy
victory was due to U.M.P.I. 's lack of basictennis fundamentals as they provided little
resistance to the skilled Mules. •
In singles Martha Oaks disposed of Lynn
Nesgres 6-1, 6-2. At number two, Amy
Davidoff, formerly a second doubles player,
breezed by Donna Cochran 6-1, 6-4. She
had her opponent completely flustered by
her aggressive net play. Grechen Huebsch
dominated Trish Oregan 6-1, 6-1. In fourth
singles Ellen Huebsch baffled her opponent
Robin Martin 6-0. 6-0.
The first doubles team of Amy Parker and
Jody Dwight routed U.M .P.I.'s Cathy Orser
and Terri Lyons 6-2, 6-0. At second doubles
the new tandem of Janice Miller and Pam
Heylar easily defeated Diane Cassavant and
Marie Martin 6-0, 6-1. Bev Nalbandian and
Janet Ford made it a clean sweep with a
6-3, 6-3 victory over Connie Stacpole and
Tammy Hall.
Today the Mules leave for Amherst and
the New England Championships. This
four day tournament will include many of
the top players from thirty colleges in New
England.

First Since '68

X-C Captures
Third
by Glen Coral

Women's tennis play erMartha Oaks working to def eat opp onent

M.E

Field Hockey Looking
For State Champ ionship
out considerably and offensive plays seemed
to alternate betweeri the two teams, the
by Carol Sly
highlight of the half was goalie Sara BunLast Wednesday, Colby met U.S.M. at home nell's save in a penalty situation. This reinvigorated the Mules for.th e remainder of
The Mules were fired up for the game and
the game, as they returned to their domit showed as the opening 20 minutes of
inance.
The end of the game left Colby aplay netted them two quick goals.
and their overall record 6-2-1.
head
2-0,
Colby offensively dominated the entire
The
.V.'
J s game with U.S.M, was a well*
first half. The forward line consistently
layed
effort that left them with another
p
beat the girls from Portland to the ball.
1-1.
Sandy Lang drove in Colby's goal
tie,
Sharp passing and ball control enabled Colin
the
first
half. Maine worked theirs in
by to execute one precise'play after anhalf despite tight deearly
in
the.secbnd
other. '
Mules.
by
the
fensive play
Left wing Diane Shostak redirected a ball
to Nasson for a game
travels
The Varsity
centered from the right side for the first
important
game
on the 18th. A very
goal. Sue Meyer added one more shortly
follows this Friday, at home against •
afterwards, by pushing the ball around the
U.M.P.I.. Presque Isle is ranked first in the
goalie, closing the scoring in the first half.
state, Colby second. Help Colby turn the
Southern Maine came out determined to
around; the game begins at 3.
rankings
score in the second half. The play evened

Th e Men 's Cross-Country season is rapidly coming to a close following their recent meets at Plymouth State and the
NESCACS at Hamilton . The season has
been very successful so far this year.
On Oct. 7 the Mules traveled to Plymouth
State to participate in a 5.5 mile invitational with 8 other teams. The team performed very well over the rugged terrain,
finishing third and bringing a trophy home
for Colby College.
The Plymouth State meet was a fine performance for Colby. Dan Ossoff was again
th e top runner for the Mules, placing third
with a time of 30:51. Finishing in eleventh
place was Mike Thurston, who had his
best race of the year. He finished a stride
ahead of Duncan Whitney, who took
twelfth . Jo n Bees and Neil Moynihan
rounded out the Colby scorers.
This past weekend, the team traveled to '
Hamilton for the NESCAC meet. Colby ,
and eight other teams struggled over the >*
5.3 mile course in the mud and the rain.
Dan Ossoff finished twelfth in 27:11,
Mike Thurston followed in thirty-third,
and 7on Bees crossed four places later.
Coach Westcott commented later. "It
was riot an outstanding race for Dan. Thurston had a good race, though. He is one of the
the top freshman runners in New England.
Given time, his confidence will come around
and he'll be excellent."
' Bill McCully also had an excellent race, finishing in under thirty minutes for the first
time this year. Westcott was quite pleased
with his performance. "Bill is a 600 to
1000 yard man who is running to build
his endurance.-He ran a very good 5 mile
race.
This Wednesday, the Mules will wrap
up the season at the state meet at Orono.
This is the last chance Colby has to face ,
Bowdoin, Bates and UMO are expected ' ,'
to fight for the first two places. Colby '
and Bowdoin will fi ght for third. Ossoff's
goal is to beat Bowdoin again.

Soccer Clinches Winning Season
by David Strage
Goals by Tom Betro and Andy Huber
gave Colby a 2-0 win over Clark University on Saturday. The victory gave the
Mules their first winning season after ten
consecutive years of disappointments.
Attrocious weather made play difficult ,
and both teams made numerous errors, The
game was evenly matched throughout theV
90 tninutes of play and it took a goal in
each half to give Colby the victory.
Tom Betro scored the first goal after
receiving a David LaLiberty pass. LaLiberty
was credited with his first assist.
In the second half, Andy Huber, finally got
the goal he has been waiting eight games
to score. Huber restrained his excitement
for a moment because there was a lot of
• argument as to whether th goal should
have been allowed at all. The Clark defenders claimed that Huber had brought the

ball down with his hands before kicking . ,
it past the goalkeeper. Fortunately for
Colby and Huber , the referees did not
reverse the call and they gave the goal
that sealed the win.
Colby is now 6-1-1 and has gone four
games without a defeat. The last three of
these games have been shutouts, and at
the same time, the forwards have netted
10 goals.
The winning season was secured after
only two-thirds of the season 's games had
heen played. In September Coach
Serdjenian said he was hoping for a .500
record this season. The Mules' outstanding
performance in the first eight games has
secured this and it must surely be a most
satisfying reward for the Coach.
Both Serdjenian and the team have worked
very hard this season. The entire squad
has earned their just reward.
v;

Soccer playert fightfor ball tn ColbyiiMr i[ ednukUveih0dut victory; e

Women 9s X-C Sp lits In TrirMeet
by Margaret Klawunn
The Colby College women's cross country team took second place in a triangular
meet against Bates arid Bowdoin, at Bowdoin. Bowdoin had 26 points, Colby 43,
and Bates 65.
Sue Collins of Bates was the individual
winner with a time of 18:23 over the 3mile course. Bowdoin captured the second
and third places. Karen Sondergeld led
the Mules with a fourth place finish and
a time of 19:18.
Karen was closely followed by Colby's
Barb Cooper who placed fifth in 19:23.
The Colby women also took the ninth ,
eleventh and fourteenth places. These
spots were held by Laura Littlefield, Catie
Hobson , and Ruth Hales.

squad 19-36 on October 10.
The Mules captured places 5-8 and tenth
place, with only a 65 second spread between
the top five runners. Karen Sondergeld
led the squad with her fifth place finish
in 21:19 over the 3- mile Colby course.
Barb Cooper, Ruth Hales, and Ginny Low,
all within 40 seconds of Karen, took places 6,7,and 8. Catie Hobson was Colby's
fifth runner taking 10th place in 22:24.
Also competing for Colby were Laura
Littlefield, Barb Neal, Kathleen Shea, Mari
Samaras, Catie Fulton , and Barb Croft. '
Coach AWestcott was pleased with the
girls' performance and mentioned that
it was the closest they have run together
as a group. "In big meets it will mean a
lot if we have five people together."
In speaking of the strength of the UMO
squad , Coach Wescott pointed out that
HMO's first finisher in 18:50, Joan Westphal) is a national class runner who took
40th last year in an American Intercollegiate
meet in Texas; The Coach added, "I am
not displeased, we had our top four runners in before their fifth girl."

Rounding out the field were Kathleen
Shea, Julie Greenwood, Barb Neal, Margaret Klawunn and Barb Croft. The
women were pleased with th eir performances and m any improved their times
substantially. .
Barb Neal, the team captain, was surprised by the strength of the Bowdoin •
squad but feels the Mules performed well.
The girls' next meet is October 10 at
home against a tough University of Maine
team. Barb ,feels this meet will be good
practice for the important NESCAC meet on
on October 14.
A. ' .' ' ' ¦ ¦ '
- WOMEN EVEN RECORD
The Colby College Women's Cross
Country team posts a 2-2 record after .
losing to a tough University of Maine

-

Sports Quiz
1) Who was the last American Leaguer to win
the triple crown?
2) Who was the first professional hockey goalie
to wear a mask?
3) Who was the greatest hitting pitcher of
all time?
4) In 1963 two NFL players were suspended
for betting on games: who were they?
5) What NHL player was the first to score
pver 100 points in a single season? 6) What defenseman was the first true "bonus
baby"in professional hockey?
7) Who is the NBA's shortest player?
fc) Who won the first "One on One" NBA
:hampionship?
9) What professional football player became
the umpire in chief in the American Base- <«
ball League?
'
10) What was the New York Jets' former name?
il) Who was the last National League pitch- .
;r to win 30 games or more in a season?
12) Who was the first black umpire in the
American League?
13) Who was the Dallas Cowboys ' original
first .round draft choice?
14) Name the four players who comprised
the "Fearsome Foursome" of the L.A. Rams?
15) What team was the only one in NFL
history to win all their regualr season games
an d also win the Sup er Bowl tha t year?

The Colby Rugby Club lost 13-6 i n a

hard foug ht match last Sunday. Colby

faced an experienced Portland team which
had just returned from a tour of Wales,
where they won 15 of 17 matches.
The Portland team averaged 5 years of
experience, While most of the Colby ruggers have 1 or 2 years experience. Colby "'
went righ t at Por t land , but the Bushwaker's
kicking led to an early try,, which was converted for a 6-0 lead.
a
Portland pinned Colby ..down in Mule
territory' early in the second half , and '
the Bushwackers eventually scored a try, ,
which was:not converted , and a penalty '
kick v r^y :l\-;;;,v v .?'! ' 1 ' a '¦' ';¦ a ' 'v . ' ¦ : ' ..¦:.', ¦¦• • ' • ¦ V ¦
;
:V\:^ '' ;h;';V :!^.CoI b3^ ^esscd.'pn T and' scored
jtts'fr .as' time ran out. WingI Scott Krenr ¦>
zingcr took,a pass from scrum ball Steve .
Riyicrc^and bulled over the goal, line from
15, yards diit. Riviere kicked the cbnver->
sion fdr^thc: final Colby poin ts. ^^ • ¦ '• ' •
Despite losing, Colby played better than
in the 16-8 win over Maine Maritime.

Although the defense lost their shutout
bid in the closing seconds, they dominated
the line of scrimmage and never allowed
Hamilton the opportunity to get in good
scoring position. Defensive Coach Richard Taylor commented that this was the best
defensive game Colby has played in his
three years here.
Junior Ciota, was the outstanding offensive
player , as he rushed for 140 yards in 24
carries. He continually broke through the
line to run free in the defensive backfield.
Had it not been for a few saving tackles by
Hamilton defenders, Ciota might have broken
a few long gainers.
The Mules seem to be getting into high
gear"as the season reaches its midpoint.
Halfbacks Ciota and Dolan are running
really well and the offensive line is performing superbly by opening gaping holes for
\
the backs.
The Mules are hoping to keep their winning streak alive when they travel to Hartford, Ct. this weekend to face a tough
Trinity team.
HAMILTON

F IRST DOWNS.

16

9

YARDS RUSHING-:

240

115

YAR DS PASSINa

PASSES.-ranijtafint..

,

PENALTIES no/yds

.

•

~—

PUNTS no/avg

¦

.
;

TOTAL OFFENSE-

88

55

7-80

4-18-2

_328

170

-.6-65

2-30

1

5-29

6-31.3

HAMILTON

0

0

0

7

7

COLBY

0

7

14

0

21

C- Cetatt 5 yard pasi from Dolan (Sparks kick)
C- Clou 2 yar d run (Sparks kick)
C- Dolan 4 yard run (Sparks kick)
H- Blocked punt recovered by McF adden (Bahlr kick)
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Women's soccer playe rAnne Husseyfi ghtsfor ball in the ittquguml gomef o rthe new club.' &I"
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Wbmen-s Soccer Works
Toward Varsity Status

What began as an intramural women's
soccer team,.looking for an exhilerating
diversion from the books, has become
Colby 's first Women's Soccer Club. As
of Oct; 2, t he ghrls have become a par- . •: . . .
dally funded Stii-A club under coach Raridy-Papadellis and advisor Chris Noonan.
After two week's of Tues. and Thurs. afternoon practices, t he Colby Women 's Soccer Cliib met and defeated its first coin- ^' .
petitor, August a Wo men 's Soccer Club , ' •'•'
on Oct. , 15th by a score of 5-2. Tlie opposition was backed by a strong goal-keeper arid a challenging forward line , pro- a
vided some excitemen t in a game 'dom- :¦
inatcd bytlic MLulcs. ,
. ' ' ;_ ,.'.'
Gfliiby caine in strong, bu tplaying Aug- ^
usta in ball control arid passing. lied by !,!
acting corcaptains Anne Hussey arid Pam
Woods , the Colby team overcame the cold
..

weather and slippery field conditions with
tremendous spirit and hustle.
Strong commumication among the Colby
offensive line cut through a weak Augusta
defense , and kep t t he majori ty of the
action in front of the Augusta goal. With
approximately fifteen shots on goal Colby
scorers .were Chris Jackson , M ary Glenn ,
and Anne Hussey wi th a hat trick. Pam
Woods helped out with two assists, Hussey,
had one,
,
August a was held t o onl y t hree sho t s on
the Colby net by the effective Mule defense consist ing of Kar en Cowles, Sue Bai;ley, Liek Dyke, and Carolyn Treat.
": '. Considering the late' start by the Colby
women , the Club has;ah impressive schedule. Future competitors include Bowdoin,
Bates, Augus t a , Waterville High , and U.S.M
The next game is Thursd ay at 4:00 at
•
the Waterville High School field.

The J.V. soccer tearri is in the midst of
a very successful year; Their record this
season is 4-2 with 16 goals for and 7 against. Their most impressive wins-have
been a 5-0 victory over Maine Maritime
last week and a 1-0 victory over SMVTI
in September. The Mules put an end to
SMVTI's three year unbeaten record of
. 34 games(3 3-0-1).
There are a handful of promising young
. freshmen , who have played outstanding
. soccer, and should have a good shot at
Varsity next year. So far this year, Defenders; Nick Norton , Bobby Hyn d man
and Jim Bindler and forwards! Dan Roy,
Gordon Marshall, and Eric Wood are all
play ing particularly well. The midfield is
also fairly solid with Ivor Lunking, Pet er
Van Dyck and David Strage,
Coach Goulet has b een working har d
with the squad and the outlook forthe *
rest of the season is very promising.
.
.
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Thursday , October 19, 1978
The Health Dept . and Physical Education
Dept. will offer free posture analysis-, women
10 a.m. -12 p.m. Wed . . Oct. -25 and men 10
am. - 12 p.m. Thurs. Oct. 26 in the Training room in the Athletic Comp lex. If any
students have not signed up and would like
to, please call the P.E. office (ext. 227)
before Oct . 23.

Lost and found:
A:% \"7' ¦¦ - .
¦ '
: ^' •.
- •' . . . 2 pr. eye glasses
¦ il ;
1 copy Beowulf . y
*
1 copy Andre J ackson "Symbol
for an Age."
Items may be picked up in the
;
Career Plannin g Office LI10.
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Cold. Yet warming.
Hearty, full-bodied flavor. Yet smooth and easy going down.
And. P'Keefe develops a big head on conta ct.
. :¦ -. ¦;;
Conflict. Conf lict ,Trauma. Trauma. Freud's diagnosis?
We think he would have said. "It 's too good to gulp: ' And you will , too.
¦¦
'. . "- .: ' ' ' ;
In the final analysis.
'•
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COSMETIC SECONDS

52 Maln St. , Waterville , Me. 049O1
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320 Rated number one a yeor ago , -this year 's 320 is even better ,
with severa l important fit , comfort 7and performance improvements. New one-piece upper and padded tongue. New
fuller , boxier foe resultin a from a broader last desian. New fonm- .
backed tr icot heel cup that fits snu gly all around for improved
sup port , New outer sole wrap at the toe for increased durabili ty.
And New Balance is still the onl y shoe company offering f u ll
. width-sizing and an arch-sup port saddle.

mm *~^

Imported from Cnnadn by Century Importers , Inc., New York, NY
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. Lost: a dark blue jack et on campus last
weekend, Oct: 14rl 5. It has several patches
.sewn on each sleeve and has Mike embroidered on the front. There isa reward for its
return. Please contact Mike Brinkman,
Coburn 2, ext. 521.

There will be a Jan Plan on the Philosohy and Practice of Yoga in the Hindu World
/orld and Beyond, taught by Deborah
oifer ,- sponsored by Professor Thorwald:n. This is group number 58. For further
iformation see the notice outside JEustis
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Lost:3 keys on a clear plastic key chain,
with L engraved on it. If found , please
contact Lynn, 310 Dana, x482.
WANTED : used refrigerator or good' acoustical guitar- contact Dave,. Box 252.

r

For Sale: 1967 Mustang, 289 V8, 78,000
miles, Runs well- needs muffler $200See Sue Viger, 236 Foss or callx526.

Garage needed for storage of Datsun 240-Z
over the winter. Call Tom Miller at ext. 522
to discuss terms of rental.

For Sale:
2 Collapsable bicycle baskets, Schwinn,
holds one shopping bag each. $8. Contact
Joel, 87 3^201.
Anyone who would like to write to Peter
Bishop can address mail to: Concord Hospital, Pleasant St. Concord , N.H. 03301.

Benjamen Labaree, Director of the
Williams College-Mystic Seaport Program
in American Maritime Studies, will be here
Wednesday, October 25, at 12 noon in the
Sturtevant Lounge to talk with any students
interested in the program, which focuses on
man's past, present, and future relationship
with the sea.

M

Jan Plan no.19, Theatre in London, /will
o longer be offered . In its' place Irving
uss will offer Theatre's and Plays Group
10. 61.
The group will build models of certain
ppicd theatres of different periods based

n research in theatre architecture and comile a production-book for a play designed
o be produced in the theatre of the period,
f eetings will be weekly. No text is required;
~~
lays will be assigned individually.

Group Jan Plan NoV 24 (trip to China)
as been cancelled . Professor Feigon will
ffer the reading of Marx 's "Capital," group
o. 59 instead.
This course will be a consideration of
larx's "Capital" withiri the context of
:s social , political,, and philosophical backround. The course will actually begin with
he reading.of the "Grundrisse," the work
i which Marx first sets forth many of the
sues he was lat er t o raise in "Capital."
he maj or part of the course will be a :
lose textual reading of "Capital," volumes
ne, two and three; Additional background
eading may also be assigned. Students will
e required to do the reading,, partici pa te
i the discussion, and prepare a final paper.
On Monday October 23 at 9:00 p.m. in
ana Lounge, there will be a meeting for ,
1 students interested in study ing in the
ritish Isles next year. Information will be
rovided by program advisors and students
ho have studied there previously. Any •
it crested students or faculty members
re invited to 'come.
The night for information about stud y
n the Continent will be Oct. 30. The Far
iast anci domestic exchange night will be
Jov. 6. These will also be held at 9:00 in •
'ana Lounge. V"."'
ATTENTION SENIORS: Deadline for
ubmitti hg your senior pictures is Nov; 27;
uiy questions contact Srs. Editor Brad
Earner 2-9814. If you need a photo- .
rapher contact Amy Davidoff (x530),
>r BUl Fisher (524), photography editors,
icnd photos to Oracle Box through cam¦ ¦¦
'-. .. "¦' A'
us mail. A z ¦:• ¦' .'• ¦, ,-. .' • .
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There will be a Spanish radio show on
'MHB between 12:00 and 3:00 every
ther Sunday, -: . . .y.
The Tuesday night Spanish table in Foss
ining hall will mee,t at 5130 instead

?6;0 0 ' ' "AA.x x > '7;Ax-

The women 's group is sponsoring a
ccture by Irene Sfmoneau , a FraricoiAmirican historian;i Her topic is? "Les Fcrnrries
toillant^i FranW
f Heir Imprint on Maine at the turiiiof the; ,
Sentury, "Ms. Simoneau will be speaking
n lvtoni, Oct. 23 at 6«30 in the Smith
ounge, 2nd floor of Runnals Union .¦'::' ';
vcryoiie is welcome to attend I v
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S
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Save WMHB

WMHB provides essential services for Colby. Primarily, it is a communication
medium that that keeps the campus up to date on international hews as it happens
and on college activities. It also serves the neighboring community in this respect,
and in so doing affects a greater number of people than most college activities.
Colby's radio station should also be a source of pride to our school. It has achieved
a professional level of operation that surpasses many stations that are full time,
"professional." It's true that the quality is not always consistent. Some years are
transitional ones, ju st as during oth er years the station might be operationg at a peak
with-an experienced,' well trained staff. Nevertheless, the potential for.hi gh quality
performance exists.
We feel that, if WMHB were forced to go off the air, it would mean a serious loss
for Colby and the community. From a practical stand point, there is already a considerable
amount of money invested in the new WMHB studio, the equipment, the records. We feel
it is vital that Stu-A set aside enough money to keep the station operating.
We also feel it essential that WMHB obtain another source of funding. "Going
commercial is a virtual impossiblility . Instead, revenue must come from either a special
college fund for the station or an allocation from the Board of Trustees. WMHB's financial woes must be eliminated immediately, before they affect its professional operation
to the detriment of us all.
-

"SlowDeath

? The New York Yankees are World Champions again. The Yankees are not strangers
to the World Series, but the new players are somehow different from the Yankees of old.
Th*e early Yankees never had to make up 14 games in August and September. The '78
comeback will, for a long time, be a part of sports history. The Yankees, for the
third year in a row, defeated the Kansas City Royals for the American League championship. Despite the comeback of '78 New Yorkers, they were still underdogs in their quest
to repeat as champs against the L.A: Dodgers. . ,
Shortstop Bucky Dent typ ifies the new Yankees. The slightly-built shortstop represents the diversity of the new dynasty brewing in the Bronx. The assembly of players is not
"Murders' Row" nor the "Bronx Bombers. " The current Yankees are professionals in
every sense of the word. Maybe they should be nicknamed the "Slow Death " because
the New Yorkers defeated their postseason opponents with sound, fundamental baseball. The Yanks have power but th ey also excelled in getting the game-winning single
when the situation called for it. In the fifth game they beat the Dodgers 12-2, with 18 hits.
Of those hits, 16 were singles, a new series record. Clutch hitting is what the Yankees used
to regain the championship.
Following Bob Lemon 's arrival as .manager, the Yankees finally played up to their
potential. Lemon's quiet style was reflected on the field by the Yankee's play, quite a contrast from former manager Billy Martin's turbulent reign. Lemon shunned public exposure"
and asked only that his players act like professionals.
1978 will be rem embered in Yankee history as the year that high-priced superstars
and unheralded reserves combined for a thrilling comeback.
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New Pap al Policies

To the Editor:
The world's sense of history seems to be
aroused by the election of a non-Italian as
Bishop of Rome. The true historian's will be
more enlivened to note the new Pope 's inaugural comments on Tuesday. Pope John
Paul II is reported to have told his audience
that he intends to govern the Church as it
was governed in the early centuries with the
Pope of Rome acting in consent with his fellow Bishops. This is now being taken as a
signal for the dismantling of the monarchical
papacy. As a priest involved in ecumenical
affairs, 1 find this to be the most encouraging development in Christian relations since
the Second Vatican Council.
In my opinion this approach to papal rule
increases the moral and spiritual authority
of the See of Rome by allowing other Christians to see in the Pope a spiritual father rather-than religious aristocrat. The priest in
me sees this as a signal for bishops to govern
with the assistance of their priests and for .
priests to bring more lay people into the de-

Similar Experience
reaving spent last year studying in London, I found Margaret Saunders' article
"Coming Home" to be particularly interesting. Her observations are, at the very
least, thought provoking. .
Miss Saunders is correct when she notes
that European cars are much smaller when
comapred to the "monstrosities" which
we Americans are accustomed to; she
goes on to. point that Europeans make ;
use of other means of transportation as
well, such as hikes, mopeds, etc., which
we Americans, wallowing in our affluency,
do not. I agree with this statement wholeheartedly. I have never seen anyone here
ride a bike or a moped. The very thought
of it sends shivers up my middle to upper
' "-.
middle class spine.
In addition, I concur with her when she
states that the quality of food everywhere
in Europe is far superior to that of the
United States. Anyone who knows anything
about good food must know that English
cuisine is ren owne d throug hou t the worl d
for its variety and mouth watering appeal,
however bland arid tasteless it may seem
when you 're there.
As was the case with Miss Saunders, I
too spent a great deal of time telling my
parents of my experiences. This to quote
Miss Saunders, "was normal".' How ever, " .
I, too, failed to understand why people ;
weren 't lining up outside my door wait- ,
ing for m e to relate my experiences.
I had seen and done everything, and they
jus t weren 't interested at all. I imagine
that they just don 't want to learn anything/that they're all perfectly content
to float in their fish bowls,
Miss Saunders displays,uncann y accuracy
when she describes American society as
"more oriented towards material possessions" when compared to Europe. This is
decidedly true; having met a variety of
peop le in Europe , English , Irish , Frenc h ,
Du t ch , Germans, and Dancs(to name
just a smattering), I was certainly surAll letters must be signed and submitted by Monday evening, times will be withheld upon requeit.
The Colby ECHO reserves the right to shorten any
letter. If ' we receive several\ letters concerning ow<r
topic oj interest,,.we may pri nt only a represen t* ;
five fetter.- '- ' '

¦
•'/
cision-making process of their parishes.
The historian in me seems to want to grasp
an even broader and more spiritual significance to this new development. The very
early Church saw in the Bishop of Rome not
only the historical successor of St. Peter nor
only the Bishop of the center of the Empire,
but "one who presided in love." The terms
"preeminent in love" come to us from St.
Ignatious, Bishop of Antioch in the early
second century; he used these terms to ad:
dress the See of Rome. Pope John Paul II
has already indicated that he understands
his primacy.to be one of love. He seems to
have an excellent sense of history and thus
his explicit noting of the role of the Papacy
in the early Church means a revolution in the
Vatican and hope for a reunited Christianity,
in the very .near future. It also means a real
strengthening of the bond of love among
those who confess that "Jesus is Lord}"
(Rev.) Paul E. Cote
Newman Community
Chaplain

prised to discover their virtual disregard
for the petty pleasures of materialism. Of
course, the economic situation in many
of these countries-does not allow-these
people the sinful temptation to wallow in materialism to the extent that we do ,
but I am certain that this is beside the
point. I am positive that Europeans would
remain just as admirable even if they had
as much money to waste on worthless . .
vestiges of affluency as we do. It was a
refreshing change, to say the least.
It is equally true that European students,
are infinitel y more "politically and internationally aware" than are American
students. The contrast is disheartening.
The level of involvement of European ,
students in politics and current events
is admirable, although it saddens me to -:report that their interest wanes somewhat
during the football season when a pint of
beer and the colors of their favorite teams
seem to be of far greater importance to
them. It is even more disheartening to note
that the football season spans most of-the
year. But again, this is besides the point.
To close, Miss Saunders' aritcle struck
a responsive chord within me. Having
spent a year swimming"in the sea of culture
which is Europe, I was greatly saddened *,
;
to return to the American cesspool of
materialism, apathy and double beef
Whoppers with cheese. I had grown so
muc h, but how was I to show it off? However , I was comforted to discover through
Miss Saunders 'ar t icle t ha t so many ot hers
were undergoing similar experiences. It's"
encourag ing t o kn ow tha t preconcep t ions ,
st ereo types , an d generali za tions st ill h ave
a place in our older , yet infinitely wiser
hearts. .
Sincerely^
Jeff Wuorio

Page Fifteen
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When talking about unions, the first thing
one should keep in mind is that unions are
simply a form of monopoly. To be sure, v
unions serve a useful purpose .in bargaining
for Better health and safety conditions but
beyond this, they are j ust as much a monopoly
as Bell Telephone (except, of.course, unions
.are not subject to government regulation).
The goal of any union is to redistribute
income from one sector of society to the
union. This is done by restricting the number
of people who can joi n the union and thus
raising union wages above the level that
the market would pay. However while
unions dp a good job in raising workers '
wages, like most monopolies, they do this
at a tremendous cost. Costs which are borne
not only by society as a whole but union '
".. . unions are important as a means
for safety arid health but as a' means

of redistributing income they are far

too inefficient and costly."

members as well.From society's point of
view, there are several major-costs to unionization.
Clearly the most important costs of unionr
zation are price increases. Inevitably higher
union wages lead to higher prices in the
economy. A recent 'article in the Wall Street
Journal showed that many government experts feel the "... surge in Labor costs this
year (1978) is rapidly pushing up the costs
of making and marketing innumerable consumer products..;" Higher prices, of course,
mean higher inflation and this places large
costs on the average consumer, especially
the elderly living on fixed incomes and the
poor.
Higher prices due to unions also lead to a
higher balance of payments deficit. . .
As domestic prices increase, due to higher
labor costs, imports become more attractive
in the U.S. and our balance of payments
deficit increases. This causes higher unemployment in the U.S. not only in union indus
tries but non-union industries as well. .
Unionization also causes wages in the nonunion sector of the economy to become depressed. Since, by their nature, unions must

m&mmw
by Rich Schreuer

_

Should America have unions? To answer
this question it's impor tan t to look at
some of the .theory behind our economic •
system. The producer is motivated because
he wants to maximize his profits. In some
waysthis is ah efficient system, but there
are problems, too. For example, since a
producer is trying to minimize his expenses,
in order to increase profits, he will want
to keep wages as low as possible. .
This doesn 't apply just to the greed y
business man; it's a way of life. Thus in '
our economic system there is constant •¦' ¦; ". - '
pressure to-decrcase wages, bo t h for
increased profi t and for low prices. If ;
anybod y doub ts .t his , t hey have only to
recall the conditions of working class
during the early l?00's. :
Without !unions^ workers have no ch ance
to offset the downward pressure on wages,
as a single worker has no power, Therefore, it's important that they find some sort
of prot ection , otherwise the working class,
a large segmen t of pur population , will be
forced to live at the poverty level. According
to Weber/ 'thc idea was to zap labor, and we
did. "- .Following the freeze , the economy .
sl owed down ,1 unemploymen t shot lip
and so did corporate profi ts.

' restrict entry, new workers in the labor force labor costs coupled with poor capital accumu- union funds. Dave Beck, former president
are required to look to the non-union sector
lation have caused domestic steel producers
of the Teamsters Union, illegally borrowed
, to suffer heavy losses until just recently.
of the economy for jobs. This larger number
over $270,000 of union funds to finance per
of people looking for work tends to depress
Despite the high cost of producing and then
sonal investments. More recently, Teamsters,
shipping steel from Japan to the U.S., JapanUnion officials are under federal investigawages in the no n-union sectors bf the econotion into mususe of union pension plan
ese steel prices are very competitive with
my. Lower wage increases, of course, mean
funds. There are, of course, countless other
lower relative wages and less growth in inexamples of union corruption.
come.
" The low wages, heavy unemployFortunately, for most U.S. workers, the
Unionization also causes less foreign inment
and other heardshios of the 1930's idea of massive worker unionization is subvestment in the U.S. and thus fewer jobs.
haye receeded into the past. No longer
siding in popularity. Society as a whole is
Foreign companies considering opening new
can unions count on public sympathy
are
unbeginning
to realize the costs of unionization
plants in the U.S. in industries which
of
underdog.
'
"
ital
As economist Lloyd Reynolds/puts it, "There
ionized are.hesitant to make large cap
,,,M
MMBHG<MHMB
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,iM
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has been a marked change in public attitudes
expenditures. As at the same time, they must
'V
pay high union wages and face potential
and in the political climate over the past
U.S. p rices. Economist Herbert Stein attristrikes. An 'excellent example of this is the
butes high union labor costs as a major factor generation. The low wages, heavy unemployrecent wildcat strike by UAW workers at the
in helping Japanese steel producers invade the ment and other hardships of the 1930's have
new Volkswagen plant in the U.S. As a result
receeded into the past. No longer, can
U.S. market. The fall of the steel industry
of the strike and other labor problems,
has placed substantial costs, on union workers unions count on public sympathy of the unVolkswagen has faced, other major foreign
derdog. On the contrary, they now attract
in terms of layoffs and lack of overtime.
car manufacturers (i.e. Toyota, Datsun, and '
part of the criticism and distrust of concenHigh labor costs also encourage many firms
Honda) have considered holding off investing
trated economic power formerly reserved
to relocate either elsewhere in the U.S. or
in any U.S. plants. This, in turn, means fewer
for
big business."
.
abroad . The north shore area of Boston is a good
U.S. jobs.
In
recent
years
union
membership
as a pergood example of this kind of problem. Years
Despite the high wages which unions procentage
of
the
U.S.
labor
force
has
fallen
and
ago it was a thriving textile^area, but as a revide workers with, unions also place high
indications
are
it
will
continue
to
fall.To
be
sult of high union wages many firms relocated
costs on union members. First and foresure unions are important as a means for '
in other parts of the U.S. The result was high
most of these costs is increased foreign
safety and health but as a means of redisunemployment among union members.
competition. A good example of this kind of
tributing income they are far too inefficient
Unions also invite corruption. .There are
problem is the U.S. steel industry. High .
and costly.
countless cases of union officials misusing
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On
Labor Unions
The point of this is to show that workers
cannot rely upon the government to protect them, the influence of bi g business is
^
too strong. Keep in mind that the aforementioned incidents occurred in spi te of pressure
by the unions, if unions were done away with ,
anti-labor legislation would become much .
more rampant.
. " ' '

'¦

h

¦

'¦
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"O ppone nts of unions often overlook
the fact that it was unions that may
well have saved oiir country from revolution in t he 1930's."

'

The ,obvious way around this problem is to
give the workers bargaining power, and t his
is exactly what a union does. V/orJterscan
then band toget her and apply pressure for
increased wages, just as the owner is. pressuring for decreased wages. In addition , they
can lobby t o offse t big business influence in
the government. In short unions provide a
much heeded balance of power in¦ our econo'
'¦
' ''
'
my^ \- ' • ;.. . . - : i- . -" : ',-. . ;"; " * ' ; ¦ ,;. ' ¦.• .' - . ,,'
Opponen t s of unions of t en overlook the. fac t
that if was unions that may well have saved
our coun try,from revolution, in the 19 30's.
During the Depression workers were militant
and social legislation was accomplishing
little. So in 1937 the W agner Act, which legalized unions, was passed. It had the bles-

sings of big business, because they realized
trie situation was dangerous, and it would be
better to concede a little than to risk losing
everything. In short, those who value our
economic system should be thankful for
unions, because they restored order in our
society when all else had failed.
An anti-union argument often cited is that
unions are inflationary. While it's true that
increasing wages docs add to prices, this
analysis is superficial. More .of the problem
is.revealed if one realizes that while wages
are rising at a slower rate than prices, in many
industries corporate profits are rising much
faster. Therefore, the main culprit is not the
w orker, wh o is t ry ing to maintain his standard of ljving, but the stock holder who is
.
increasing his profit margin.
Another argument often used against unions
unions is that they are corrupt. This is quite
t rue, and I d on 't support union st ruct ure for

"Wi thout union s, worker have no
chance to offset th e downward pressure on wa ges, as a single worker has
no power * " ;
a minu te, But to say th at the/ should be
dissolved is like suggesting that we nationalize companies that are guilty of price fixing,
or'that we should have dissolved our government in the aftermath of Watergate. Even in
their current state, workers are much better

off with unions than without them. For
example, the situation in the relatively ununionized Carolinas: 10% more people live
below the poverty line than the national aver
age j infant mortality rate is 15% over the n
national average; the illiteracy rate in North
Carolina is 92% above the national average,
and there are 30% fewer doctors per capita
than in the rest of the country. The J.P. Stevens Company, one of the major employers
in the area, has cotton dust levels 3 times the
allowable levels, and noise levels 20 times

"Workers canno t rely on t he good
will of t heir em ployer , nor upon the
protection of the government. "

above what is allowed. They find i t is cheaper
to pay occasional fines than to correct the
situation. In spite of all this, company pror
fits in the Carolins are above average.
Finally anti-unionists say unions are merely a
^a means of subsidizing
the blue collar wor- '
ker at the businessman 's expense, This is
garbage. Of course the money to pay wages
has to come from somewhere; either from
the consumer or from profits , but to call
paying a decen t wage a subsid y is absurd , By
t he same t ok en , unionized workers , such as
those in the Car olinas, could be seen as subsidizing the b usinessman , as he is able to increase his profits.using their misery.•*«
Without unions to protect workers , condit ions such as, those in the Carolinas will become widespread . Workers cannot rely on the
good will of their employer, nor u p on the
protection of the government, Only by a
main taining bargaining power with the producers will workers be guaranteed good condi
conditions and reasonable wnces,

Festival
Commence!

Mysteries
Aspart of the Medieval Festival, Professor Sewell's acting class will present Mystery
plays. Strictly speaking, what will be presented are not Mystery plays, but French
farces. They are very bnet , somewhat impromptu skits of unknown authorshi p.
They are written in a folksy style-based on
farces found in 1840 in a Berlin attic, and
date back to the 1400's, according to Sewell,
Miracle plays and mystery plays were a
form of vernacular drama which developed
in Europe during the Middle Ages. In France
there were two forms of religious dramas.
Mystery plays dramatized some episode in
scripture taken from either the Old or the
New Testament.
The subject of Miracle plays was the life
or an incident in the life of a saint. Both
of these types of dramas were popular in
England also, but were known only as
Miracle plays. It wasn't until the eighteenth
century that the term Mystery play was used
in England.
When they first began, the plays were very
serious. As time went on, however, they
became funnier. Eventually, they evolved
into medieval comedies based on the Bible.
During the Middle Ages the plays were the
chief means b y which common people
expressed their religious beliefs.
~k group of amateur players performed
on wagons drawn through the towns, creating an informal, relaxed atmosphere. There
was not a set script for the plays, but a
story line was followed.
As the plays became more formalized , the
characters could be recognized by their
physical appearance. Souls were black if
bad, and white if good. Saints were given
gilt hair and beards; angels had gold skin '
and wings. Demons had hideous h eads and
were ugly. Since few props and limited
scenery were used in these simple skits, it
was necessary to make the characters as
obvious as possible. Their physical traits
revealed some of the superstitious beliefs
held by the lay people.
These religious dramas became very popular because they were fun , easily understood and created an informal , social atmos
phere.
The object of the Colby plays is not to be
historical but entertaining. The acting class,
as perform ers in th e Middle Ages, is taking
a story line and improvising. There will be
simple props.used and almost no scenery.
The skits will be performed outside, weather
permitting, October 28.

Schedule Of Events
Pre-Festival t Activities:
Friday Evening:
All Dining halls will serve a Medieval
supper.
7 & 9:30 - "Monty Python arid the
Holy Grail" Stu-A film, Admission
$1 L100.

2:45 - Medieval Dancers
3:15 - Quarterstaff Competition -

9:30 a.m. - Kickoff the Medieval Fest with
a Bloody Mary breakfast at DKE.
10:00 a,m. - First clue given for the
"Search for the Holy Keg" at DKE.

3:45 - Colby Eight/Colbyettes musical enter
. . .* ' ¦
tainment. ,
4:00 -Morality play

12:00-1:00 - Lunch

4:15-Tug of War

12:45 - Sword in the Stone .
Solve the riddle and be King Arthur. Choose
your Guenevere (or vice-versa for girls), and
rule over Th e Kingdom of Roberts for the day

4:45 - 6:00 - Dinner Feast

1:45 • Jousting competition
9:00 - Bonfire
11:00 - "Monty Python and the Holy
' ' .
Grail"

;,
'
-i &,

COSTUMES are urged , prizes¦ will be

awarded. Suggestions are:
. ¦ ;' .
Beggars, Damsels, Peasants/ Feudal Lords, :
Lepers , et c, Long flowing skir t s, baggy
pan t s laced at t h e bott om , ballet slipp ers,
tunic tops and tights are suitable.

A MARKET PLACE , where anyone can ''""'J

''
sell their goods (shirts, plan ts, pottery,
etc.) will open at 11:30 on Saturday.
To register/contact Susan Whalen at ext.
576 ,218 Averill.

Assuming we live in an academic commuru
ty, we hardly need to delve into the hard
core, historical aspects of a medieval festival, i.e., Human Chess, Search for the Holy
Keg and Pie-eating contests. On the lighter
side, however, with the tentative plans to
transform the Pub into the Boar's Head
Tavern, some knowledge of this establish«
ment might be helpful! - . ' _ . ' ¦ -y
The establishment is found in the Eastcheap district of London. It is not known
when the tavern was built, but it became
famous as the result of the performance of
Shakespeare's Henry IV. It is known that
Shakespeare and his actors frequented this
tavern and indulged in the consumption of
quantities of alcoholic beverages. When
this merry band was. discovered prostrate
upon the rush-strewn floor they were declared as.tight as Andronicus.
The inn's name was probably derived
from 'the old European tradition of serving
a boar's head, considered a great delicacy,
at Christmas and other special occasions.
Accompanying the presentation of the
boar's head was a traditional song:
. The boar's head, we understand,
Is the finest dish in all the land. .
Or, as another version goes:'
The boar's head, we can surmise,
Is Seller's food in Gothic disguise.
The second was. written by that Anon fellow we've heard so much about.
Such is trielegend pf the Boar's Head Tav
em.

2 :Q0 - In the Levine Room, next to the
mail center, pictures of any King .Arthur
and Queen Guenivere well be_taken at a
price of $6 for 5x7 prints. Backdrops and .
costumes provided.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21

1:00 p.m. - Human Chess Game
Students vs. Faculty

Shakespeare s
¦- ^ HaiiM'I *

6:46 - Authentic Medieval feast for 50
people only I .Sign up Wed. morning with
Chris Noonan , Student Activities Office.
Cost : $5 per person. (Note: 20 people
needed to help prepare and assist with the
feast.)
8:30 - The'Pub (Boar 's Head Tavern )
Featuring authentic Medieval musicians,
¦¦¦ •
.- A
• '
one hour of tunes.
Coffeehouse Talent Show - prize for the
winner. ¦See Jane Gair, or call her at 873'
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The Medieval Festival grat efully acknowledges
v ¦ the following patrons:
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The Cheese Shop
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The festival coming up this Saturday
is far more thani medieval:The events :
planned span ten centuries in their origins.
Merlin the magician , the Sword in t he
stone contest and King Arthur's Court-as
shown in the film based on Mark Twain's
"A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Cour t" all come from approximately'the a
¦
sixth century* . .. . . A.A ' ¦' .a ^x ^a 'y 'A:-; '^-: ' - '- ''- " )
The Boar 's Head Tavern , on the other band ,
was frequen t ed b y Shakespeare arid his ;
cohortsat the end of ,the sixteenth century.
Probabl y the most authenticall y medieval
event that will take place is the j oustingi ; y! ¦
This was a very impor tant form bf 'duelling
for one 's honor, arid kingdom in the eleventh,
twelth and thirteenth centuries. Jousting was
popular tlirou^
Don 't let the history lesson,spoil t
end fs merriment for you.rSjpannirigteri^-t^':
centuries in a single
clay is a feat to be ad-»
¦
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